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PREFACE 
It is with great pleasure that I write these lines as a 
preface to the following work. 
This thesis is one of the leading contributions in the 
application of networks of microcomputers in the field of 
robotics approached from a cybernetic perspective. The 
concept of 
dynamically 
autonomy 
with an 
as well as 
environment 
the need to interact 
(through a loop that 
includes the environment as well as the unity in question) 
are clearly present throughout the thesis. Moreover, the 
thesis shows ·how, through distributed processing in a 
network of microcomputers, problems of great complexity can 
be made quite manageable. 
It is my conviction that only through research of this 
nature, i.e., networks of microcomputers that define 
(distinguish) themselves in a certain environment and then 
interact dynamically with this same environment, will it be 
possible to model the activities of a nervous system, and 
thereby make a significant contribution to the design and 
construction of robots that may go beyond the limitations of 
their own name. 
Ricardo B. Uribe 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, 1983 
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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION TO STEERING 
1.1 General Description and Terminology 
The object of the steering mechanism of any mobile 
device is to guide the device in a controlled fashion as it 
moves. As such a mobile device, a mobile robot must have a 
steering mechanism. This thesis describes the steering 
mechanism employed on the Advanced Digital System Laboratory 
(ADSL) robot. The design objective of this steering 
mechanism is to allow the robot the greatest freedom of 
steering mobility. It should be noted that this steering 
mechanism is not limited to use on robots; other 
applications such as wheelchairs are quite possible. 
In order to steer a mobile device such as a robot, a 
center of curvature around which the device will turn must 
be  defined. The center of curvature is defined by the 
angular positions of the wheels; the center of curvature is 
where the normal lines passing through each of the wheels 
meet. If these normals do not meet at one point, then no 
consistent center of curvature is defined, and the device 
2 
cannot roll. Chapter two discusses this aspect in detail. 
Figure 1 shows an example of a valid center of curvature, 
and figure 2 shows an example of an inconsistent center of 
curvature definition. 
By controlling the angles of some, or all, of the 
wheels, the steering mechanism controls the position of the 
center of curvature. It is therefore the responsibility of 
the steering mechanism to insure that a valid center of 
curvature is always defined when the device is moving. There 
exists a tradeoff between complexity of steering control and 
the amount of freedom for the positioning of the center of 
curvature. Most existing steering mechanisms sacrifice a 
great deal of freedom in order to simplify control of the 
steering. The advent of the single chip microcontroller 
simplifies the design of more complex control mechanisms, 
allowing much more sophisticated control mechanisms to be 
realized. The ADSL robot steering mechanism employs a 
network of five Intel 8751 microcontrollers in order to 
allow the greatest freedom of steering. 
1.2 Conventional Approaches to Steering 
Most conventional steering designs have their roots in 
purely mechanical steering mechanisms. As such, they tend to 
have very simple designs and a limited range of space for 
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Figu·re 1. Valid Center of Curvature 
Figure 2. Inconsistent Center of Curvature 
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the positioning of the center of curvature. Some designs do 
not even directly control the steering wheel angles, 
allowing them to go where they are dragged by the drive 
wheels, leading to an unpredictable steerage, The following 
sections give a survey of some of the more common steering 
methods. Although this survey is incomplete, it constitutes 
a representative sample of the conventional approaches. 
1.2.1 Two Wheels Steered, Two Fixed 
This is the steering method used in conventional 
automobiles. The rear wheels are fixed so that they do not 
steer, and the front wheels can steer through a limited 
range. Figure 3 shows the range of space to which the center 
of curvature is confined; this is part of the line passing 
through the back axle. Since the center of curvature is 
restricted from a region near the automobile, there exists a 
"minimum turning radius." Pivoting with this steering method 
is impossible, As anyone who drives knows, this steering 
method yields different behavior when going backward as 
compared to when going forward. 
1.2.2 Steering With Idler Wheels 
This is the steering method used by the original ADSL 
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Figure 3, Conventional Automobile 
Center of curvature is confined to dashed line. 
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robot named 11Protobius." The rear -wheels are fixed like 
those of an automobile, but can be driven independently, The 
front wheels are idler wheels like the casters of office 
furniture. Steering is accomplis�ed by controlling the speed 
of each rear wheel separately. This is among the most simple 
designs, and is preferable to the design of section 1.2.1 
for robot design, since it allows pivoting. The center of 
curvature is still confined to a line passing through the 
back axle, since the back wheels do not steer. The most 
undesirable effect of this method is that the idler wheels 
do not have predictable behavior under certain conditions. 
One such condition occurs when the robot is changing from 
rolling forward to rolling backward. The idler wheels must 
turn around 180 degrees, but it is random which way they 
will turn. For this reason, figure 4 shows the range of the 
center of curvature as a wide line. The width represents an 
uncertainty in the position of the center of curvature. 
1.2.3 Bulldozer-Like Approaches 
This is the approach used by bulldozers and by military 
tanks. A good example is the Bobcat bulldozer since it has 
only four wheels and does not use a tread. In this case, 
none of the wheels are steered, and the speeds of the two 
sides are independently controlled. With this method, the 
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Figure 4. Protobius Steering 
Center of curvature is confined to dashed line. 
center of curvature is constrained to a line passing roughly 
through the center of the bulldozer. (See figure 5.) This 
system can pivot like the method of section 1.2.2, and is 
more predictable than the method of section 1.2.2. The main 
disadvantage with this method is that a lot of friction is 
encountered when turning, since the wheels must be dragged 
sideways to turn. 
1.2,4 The Heathkit HERO-I Approach 
The Heathkit HER0-1 robot (1) uses a design that 
eliminates both the unpredictability of the method of 
section 1.2.2 and the friction of the method of section 
1.2.3, and yet can still pivot, This works by having the 
rear wheels fixed coasters like the rear wheels of a front 
wheel drive automobile, and only one front �heel that is 
both powered and steered. This front wheel can steer 180 
degrees in either direction. The center of curvature is 
still constrained to a line passing through_ the back axle. 
(See figure 6.) Of the conventional approaches discussed, 
this is the most versatile. It would be even more versatile 
if the front wheel were continuously steerable because the 
center of curvature could cross the center point of the line 
on which it is constrained to be. 
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Figure 5, Bobcat Steering 
Center of curvature is confined to dashed line • 
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Figure 6, HER0-1 Steering 
Center of curvature is confined to dashed line, 
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1.3 Four Wheel Independent Steering 
The ADSL Robot uses an approach that eliminates all 
constraints on the position of the center of curvature; the 
center of curvature can be anywhere on the plane of the 
floor. To realize this freedom, all wheels must be 
independently steerable. The ADSL robot has four wheels, 
each steered by a separate motor. The four motors, as well 
as two drive motors, are controlled by a network of Intel 
8751 microprocessors. Figure 7 shows several possible 
steering positions. Note that pivoting can be done around 
any point under the robot. 
1.3.1 Advantages Over Conventional Approaches 
All of the advantages of the four wheel independent 
steering design stem from the elimination of constraints on 
the position of the center of curvature. Since all wheels 
can be steered, there is no longer a predefined front to the 
robot; the front is merely the side of the robot currently 
facing the direction of travel. If the robot wants to travel 
in any arbitrary direction, it no longer has to  turn to face 
that direction before traveling; it can just turn all its 
wheels to that direction, and go. The ro'bot is no longer 
forced to deal with the peculiarities of a predefined back 
11 
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Figure 7. Four Wheel Steering 
Several possible steering positions. 
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axle. Under control of the network, the robot can steer 
with any 'virtual' back axle that is convenient; the 
controlling network can cause the wheels to steer as though 
there was a back axle anywhere within a wide region 
surrounding the robot, This concept is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 2. 
1,3,2 Overcoming the Disadvantages 
The only disadvantages of the four wheel independent 
steering method arise from the complexity of control. The 
rest of this thesis describes how these disadvantages were 
overcome. This thesis is intended to be used by those who 
will use and expand the ADSL robot, and by those who may 
wish to design another robot using a similar approach, 
13 
CHAPTER 2 
TWO DIMENSIONAL STEERING 
2.1 Geometry of Two Dimensional Steering 
With four wheel independent steering, the center of 
curvature can be placed arbitrarily at any point in the two 
dimensional plane of the floor, The center of curvature is 
dynamically defined by the angles of all the wheels. To 
define a center of curvature, the angles of the wheels must 
satisfy the following relationship: all the wheels must be 
tangential to circles which are centered at the center of 
curvature. If this relationship is not satisfied, then no 
center of curvature is defined, and the robot cannot roll. 
Figure 8 shows an example of a valid center of curvature. 
From this figure, the geometric relationships for the 
wheels can be derived. The angles of the wheels relative to 
an arbitrary "front" direction of the robot are given by 
the following equations for an arbitrary center of curvature 
(X,Y): 
Ga = arctan ((Y-Wy)/(X-Wx)) 
Qb = arctan ((Y+Wy)/(X-Wx)) 
14 
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Qc = arctan ((Y+Wy)/(X+Wx)) 
Qd = arctan ((Y-Wy)/(X+Wx)) 
The rolling speed of each of the wheels is proportional 
to the distance of the wheel from the center of curvature. 
This distance is the radius of curvature for the wheel. The 
radii for the wheels relative to the center of curvature are 
given by: 
Ra = (Y-Wy)/(sin(Qa)) 
Rb= (Y+Wy)/(sin(Qb)) 
Re = (Y+Wy)/(sin(Qc)) 
Rd= (Y-Wy)/(sin(Qd)) 
In the above equations, Wx is one half the width of the 
robot in the X direction, and Wy is one half the width of 
the robot in the Y direction. The units are arbitrary, but 
self-consistent. All directions are with respect to an 
arbitrary front of the robot. 
2.2 Constraints on the System 
The angle equations of section 2.1 must be met at all 
times when the robot is moving. This implies that the center 
of curvature must move continuously when it is changed. It 
is not -sufficient for the wheels to simply take the shortest 
16 
path from an old center of curvature to an arbitrary new 
center of curvature since during the transition, the wheels 
may not define any center of curvature and the robot would 
be unable to roll. 
Similarly, the rolling speed of each wheel must be kept 
proportional to the distance of that wheel from the center 
of curvature. For wheels that are not actually driven, this 
happens naturally. For the ADSL robot, only two wheels, 
wheels A 
relationship 
and c, 
for 
are driven, 
these two 
and maintaining 
wheels requires 
this 
more 
consideration. However, it is actually not necessary to 
perform the radii calculations for these wheels either, if 
an electrical differential is used to power the wheel 
driving motors. This is described in section 2.5. 
When the radius of curvature is small, it is important 
to keep the rolling speed small also, so that the robot will 
not tip over from centrifugal force. The centrifugal force 
exerted on any point of the robot is proportional to the 
tangential velocity divided by the distance of that point 
from the center of curvature. For a constant rolling speed, 
the maximum centrifugal force experienced increases linearly 
as the center of curvature is moved in from infinity. The 
maximum force is experienced at one corner of the robot when 
the center of curvature is at the other corner of the r.obot. 
As the center of curvature is moved in to the region under 
17 
the robot, the maximum force decreases to a local minimum 
when the center of curvature reaches the origin at the 
center of the robot, It is therefore necessary to limit the 
rolling speed to be roughly proportional to the radius of 
curvature for the region near the robot. 
2.3 The Shape of the Steering Universe 
It is important to understand the shape of the universe 
in which the center of curvature exists in order to 
understand how the center of curvature moves in the vicinity 
of infinity in any direction. When the center of curvature 
is at infinity in some direction, all <the wheels are facing 
the same way, perpendicular to the direction of the tenter 
of curvature. This means that if the robot is 11turning" with 
a radius of infinity, it is going straight. If the center of 
curvature is moved further away from the origin, it must 
start coming in from infinity at some other point. The 
position of this point and the path taken by the center of 
curvature are determined by the shape of the steering 
universe. This shape must be chosen to meet two criteria. 
First, the center of curvature must move continuously as it 
passes across infinity so that the wheels do not actually 
turn as the center of curvature crosses infinity. Second, 
the center of curvature should cross infinity in a
18 
reasonable fashion so that the two points on either side of 
infinity bear some useful relationship to each other. The 
second criterion is included only to make controlling of the 
robot easier. 
To meet the first criterion, it is only necessary that 
the two points on either side of a point at infinity be 
radially opposite each other. This is because turning with 
infinite radius to the left is the same as turning with 
infinite radius to the right; both turns are really going 
straight. 
To meet the second criterion, it is necessary to 
consider the direction that the center of curvature is 
traveling as it approaches infinity, The most desirable 
result would be to have the center of curvature come in from 
infinity on the same line that it approached infinit'y on, as 
though the two ends of that line were connected, This will 
be made more clear in the following discussion. 
To require that the ends of all lines are connected, and 
that all these pairs of endpoints are radially opposite each 
other, implies that parallel lines meet at infinity. The 
shape of the space generated by these criteria is something 
like a sphere. See figure 9. The origin is at the north 
pole, and infinity occupies the southern hemisphere. A line 
in this universe is defined as a great circle where the 
southern half has no length, parallel lines are great 
19 
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Figure 9. The Shape of Steering Space 
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circles whose two points of intersection lie on the equator. 
All great circles (lines) intersect the equator (infinity) 
at two points 180 degrees from each other, so the first 
criterion is met. The endpoints of lines are connected 
together since they are circles, so the second criterion is 
also met. This "spherical" two dimensional universe is 
therefore the steering universe. 
2,4 Digitizing the Steering Universe 
When handling the spherical shape of the steering 
universe with a digital computer, the universe must be 
modified in two respects. First, the center of curvature is 
constrained to be only at discrete points. Second, The 
universe must be clipped at some distance short of infinity. 
These two modifications to the universe represent the 
elimination of both the infinitesimal and the infinite-- two 
regions in which digital computers falter. 
Considerable care was taken. in deciding how to digitize 
space to discrete points so as to minimize the aliasing 
effects of the digitization. The selection of the control 
parameters and the subsequent calculations to determine the 
center of curvature impose the nature of the digitization on 
the uni verse. 
then examine 
I will first describe the control parameters, 
the resulting digitization. For the 
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following discussion of the control parameters, refer to 
figure 10. The line on which the center of curvature moves 
is called the virtual back axle, This is because if a pair 
of- wheels was on this line, this pair would not steer as the 
center of curvature moved along the line-- similar to the 
back wheels of a conventional automobile. This virtual back 
axle is uniquely described by the zero steering vector-- a 
vector that is perpendicular to the virtual back axle and 
whose length is the distance from the origin (the center of 
the robot) to the virtual back axle. The point where the 
zero steering vector meets the virtual back axle is called 
the zero steering point. The distance from the zero steering 
point to the center of curvature is called the steering arm, 
Two of the control parameters are Z, the length of the zero 
steering vector, and G, the angle of the zero steertng 
vector with respect to the arbitrary front direction,. The 
third control parameter is an encoded version of A, the 
length of the steering arm. A is encoded with a tangent 
function using T, the encoding arm, and R, a constant length 
segment in the direction of the zero steering vector, A is 
encoded as the angle between Rand T, called P. So A is 
computed by taking the tangent of P and multiplying it by R. 
The steering arm length A is encoded in this way to give 
a useful spread of digitized points for the center of 
curvature. The tangent function works well for this because, 
22 
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Figure 10. Control Parameter Geometry 
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for a finite range, the domain is infinite and because, when 
it is digitized, there will be a high density of points near 
the tip of the zero steering vector and decreasing density 
as the center of curvature becomes more distant from the 
robot. Figure 11 shows the digitization of the tangent 
function normalized to a domain spread of O to 255. For 
reference, the width of the robot is shown on the range 
axis. Note the number of discrete levels in the vicinity of 
the robot as compared to a distance away from the robot • 
. '!his is the desired effect because near the robot, small 
movem·ents of the center of curvature can cause large changes 
in the angles of the wheels, whereas at a large distance 
away from the robot, even large movements of the center of 
curvature can cause only small changes in the angle of the 
wheels. 
From the geometry of figure 10, the Cartesian 
coordinates of the center of curvature can be expressed in 
terms of the control parameters: 
Cx = Z cos Q R tan P sin Q 
Cy ::::: Z sin Q + R tan P cos G 
Cx and Cy must also be· digitized in these calculations. 
To make the calculations of section 2.1 easier, Cx and Cy 
will be given as sixteen bit integers rather than floating 
point numbers, Thus the resulting center of curvature will 
... 
-
•• 
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Figure 11. Normalized, Digitized Tangent Function 
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be confined to points on an evenly spaced Cartesian grid of 
finite size. The grid size was chosen as follows: The 
smallest resolvable angle of the steering motors is 360/256 
or 1.4 degrees. The wheels are spaced 25.5 inches apart. At 
the point midway between the wheels, one motor step of 1.4 
degrees will move the center of curvature 0.313 inches 
(12.75 tan 1.4 =0.313). The center of curvature steps should 
be no larger than this. From the point of view of the 
control network, a convenient number is 0,2 inches since 
this makes the robot an even 128 steps across. 
The maximum size of Cx and Cy defines the clipping 
window, the subset of the universe in which the center of 
curvature exists. Figure 12 shows what the cli'pping window 
looks like in relationship to the rest of the universe-­
something like a square handkerchief draped over a globe. 
Because this window imposes finite boundaries on the 
universe, undesirable behavior will result if the virtual 
back axle is near the boundary of the window, The center of 
curvature will no longer be able to get close enough to 
infinity at the ends of the virtual back axle. The virtual 
back axle in figure 13 is an example of this. As the center 
of curvature moves through "infinity" from one end of this 
line to the other,. the wheels will have to make a sudden, 
unexpected turn, To avoid this problem, the zero steering 
vector must be restricted from going near the clipping 
26 
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Figure 12. Clipping Window on Steering Universe 
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Figure 13. Virtual Back Axle Too Near Window 
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window border. Restricting Z to the range from Oto 255 will 
limit the zero steering vector to a region of 4.25 feet 
around the origin. This also has the advantage of allowing Z 
to be coded as a single eight bit quantity. Figure 14 shows 
this region compared to the robot and the rest of the 
universe. Notice that although Z is restricted in length, 
the center of curvature can still be anywhere within the 
clipped, digitized universe, since A does not have the same 
restriction as Z. 
2.5 The Control Calculations 
The equations of section 2.4 for finding the Cartesian 
coordinates of the center of curvature from the control 
variables must be solved for each new set of control 
variables, For each new set of coordinates of the center of 
curvature, the wheel calculations of section 2.1 must be 
solved four times, once for each wheel. The steering motors 
are capable of turning at 60 RPM 
discernible step is 1/256 revolution, 
and the smallest 
so the motors turn at 
256 steps per second. Therefore, all of the calculations 
must be done in 1/256 seconds or 0.39 milliseconds, with 
enough time left over to actually control the motors. 
Certain approximations and simplifications can be made 
to make these calculations easier. The first simplification 
28 
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is the elimination of the radius calculations of section 
2.1: two of the four radius calculations are immediately 
eliminated by powering only two wheels and letting the other 
two coast. The other two are eliminated by implementing an 
electrical differential between the two drive motors. Using 
a differential, it is only necessary to specify the average 
'speed of the two wheels. The differential, combined with 
the mechanics of the system, will determine the individual 
speeds of the two wheels similar to the differential of a 
conventional automobile. The actual implementation of this 
differential is surprisingly simple: if the two motors are 
wired in series, and the desired speed is input as a voltage 
across the pair of motors, the differential is implemented. 
This is because of the back-EMF of the motors; the faster a 
motor turns, the higher the voltage across it is. So, if the 
mechanics of the system constrain one wheel to turn slower 
than the other, then the voltage across it will be 
proportionally lower. If one wheel stops, the other will 
double its speed, The average voltage, and therefore the 
average speed, however, is constant. 
Simplification of the angle calculations of section 2.1 
is accomplished by an approximation to the arctangent 
function. This approximation is necessary because a Taylor 
series solution is too slow, and a simple table lookup 
scheme will not work because the arctangent function is too 
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nonlinear. The approximation used involves both calculation 
and table lookup, and works as follows: Table 1 shows the 
arctangent function as a function of alpha, the tangent of 
an angle, and as a function of E, the table entry number. 
The entries in the table are not in units of degrees or 
radians, but rather in units of 1/256 of a revolution. This 
is because the wheels turn with 256 steps per revolution. 
Notice that in this table, the values of the arctangent are 
fairly evenly spaced apart. This table was generated this 
way by using a linear encoding scheme for the first half of 
the table, and an exp·onentially compressed encoding scheme 
for the second half of the table. The first 128 entries in 
the table are just the normalized values of the arctangent 
for values of alpha between zero and one. The second half of 
the table has 64 entries for alpha between one and two, 32 
entries for alpha between two and four, 16 entries for alpha 
between four and eight, and so on up to just one entry for 
alpha equals 128. The following procedure shows how the 
desired entry in the table is found: 
This procedure encodes only the first quadrant. the actual 
quadrant is determined by the signs of Cx and Cy. 
Mis the eight bit magnitude of the mantissa of alpha 
normalized so that the most significant bit is one. 
Eis the four bit two's complement exponent of alpha, 
C is a one bit va�iable used as the source of shifts. 
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F is the result ( (256/2 pi)�� arctan(alpha)). 
BEGIN 
END 
IF (ABS(E).LT.8) THEN * use table to find F
IF (E.LT.O) THEN 
M=M AND 7Fh 
C=l 
ELSE 
E=ABS(E)+l 
C=O 
END IF 
REPEAT 
* use exp. half of table
* clear MSB (it was 1)
* we will shift in l's
* use linear half of table
* make E strictly positive
* we will shift in O's
right shift C into M 
ELSE 
E=E-1 
UNTIL E=O 
M=M+C 
F=TABLE(M) 
IF (E.GT.7) THEN 
F=64 
ELSE 
F=O 
END IF 
END IF 
* round to nearest point
* look up value in table
* we are out of range
* above the top
* below the bottom
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CHAPTER 3 
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL NETWORK 
3.1 Why a Network Was Used 
Chapter 2 describes the control calculations necessary 
to control the four wheel independent steering system. These 
calculations must be s·o1 ved for every step of the steering 
mechanism so that the constraint of continuous movement of 
the center of curvature is met. The maximum step rate of the 
steering mechanism is set by the maximum speed of the 
steering motors, and is approximately 256 steps per second 
for each steering motor. This means that all the 
calculations of Chapter 2 must be solved in less than 3.9 
milliseconds. 
The Intel 8751 microprocessor (2) fits the requirements 
of this application nicely since, among other advantages, it 
was conceived as a single chip microcontroller. Moreover, 
thanks to the generosity of Intel Corporation, the ADSL has 
both a supply of 8751 processors and powerful development 
tools to support this chip (e.g., Intellec series II 
development systems, ICE-51 i-n circuit emulator, etc.). The 
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total amount of time needed by one 8751 microprocessor to 
perform the control calculations and to actually control the 
motors is about two milliseconds for each wheel. It is 
therefore not feasible to use just one 8751 for these 
calculations. To get the required computing power, at the 
very least, two 875ls must be used. 
The actual control of the steering motors is performed 
by a control system including processor network. This 
control is a closed loop control system using variable 
resistors with analog to digital converters as feedback. The 
closed loop behavior of the system is in part determined by 
the control program executed by the network. A considerable 
simplification of the control system results from using a 
separate processor for each steering motor, allowing the 
control system for each steering motor to be independent of 
the other three motors. For this reason, four 8751 
processors are used to control the four steering motors, 
with a fifth processor to coordinate the other four. 
3.2 Hierarchal Structure of the Network 
Figure 15 shows the structure of the control network. As 
described in section 3.1, there are four 8751 processors 
controlling the four steering motors. The closed loop 
control for each steering mo tor is performed independently 
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Figure 15. Hierar�hal Structure of the Control Network 
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by a corresponding processor. These four processors are 
called "wheel processors." The fifth -processor is called the 
"command processor." The command processor interfaces to the 
rest of the robot and sends commands to the four wheel 
processors based on the commands teceived from the robot. 
The command processor also controls directly the rollin_g 
speed of the robot by controlling the drive motor pair. The 
structure of this network is essentially hierarchal, with 
the wheel processors responding to the command processor. 
There is, however, some feedback from t�e wheel processors 
to the command processor in the form of handshaking lines. 
When the command processor sends a command to the wheel 
processors, the command processor will not receive an 
acknowledge of the command until the previous command has 
actually been performed by all four wheel processors. 
Therefore, the speed at which commands can be given by the 
command processor is limited by the speed at which these 
commands can be executed by the wheel processors. 
3.3 Functions of the Command Processor 
The primary function of the command processor is to 
interpret commands given by the robot, or by a hand 
controller. Based on these commands, the command processor 
sends commands to the wheel processors. The command 
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processor can receive commands through two links. The first 
is through the serial port. This port is intended to be the 
link to the rest of the robot. The second is through a pair 
of parallel ports. This is where the hand controller is 
connected. Both of these links provide essentially the same 
information to the command processor. The information 
provided is the rolling speed of the robot, the length and 
angle of the zero steering vector, and the length of the 
steering arm. The command processor uses the rolling speed 
to directly control the drive motor pair. It computes the 
position of center of curvature with respect to the center 
of the robot from the length and angle of the zero steering 
vector, and the length of the steering arm. It then passes 
this position along to the wheel processors for further 
processing. 
3.3.1 Controlling the Wheel Processors 
The command processor is connected to the wheel 
processors by two parallel ports. The first port is used for 
control, and the second is used for data. Three bits of the 
control port are output bits used to identify the type of 
data on the data port. There are eight types of data: the 
first two data types are the width of the robot in both the 
X and the Y directions, These data are- only sent to the 
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wheel processors during initialization. The next four types 
of data are the high and low bytes of the X and Y 
coordinates of the center of curvature with respect to the 
center of the robot. The seventh data type is a command to 
the wheel processors telling them that the center of 
curvature has just crossed infinity. The eighth data type is 
the rolling speed of the robot and is just ignored by the 
·,wheel processors.
The X and Y data are sent as four bytes, always in the 
same order. The wheel processors acknowledge receipt of the 
first three bytes immediately after storing each of them. 
After receipt of the last byte of the position of the center 
of curvature, the wheel processors do not acknowledge until 
they have actually turned to the new position. Since the 
consecutive positions of the center of curvature sent by the 
command processor are very close together, this method of 
handshaking insures that the four wheels are always very 
nearly facing the same center of curvature. If one wheel is 
slow or becomes stuck, no new positions of the center of 
curvature will be sent by the command processor until this 
wheel catches up. 
3.3.2 Controlling the Drive Motors 
It is the responsibility of the command processor to 
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control the rolling speed of the two driven wheels of 
the robot, This control is independent of the steering 
control due to the differential connection of the drive 
motors as described in section 2.5. The command processor 
controls the drive speed by sendin& an eight bit speed on 
the data bus, and labelling it with the drive speed type on 
the three bit data type bus. The eight bit drive speed latch 
stores this number, and uses it to control a pulse wid_th 
modulator. The pulse width modulator drives the drive motors 
with a single power switching transistor. 
The pulse width modulator works by setting the average 
voltage across the motor pair proportional to the duty cycle 
of an astable multivibrator. Figure 16 shows this concept. 
This method works very well for motors since motors behave 
like low pass filters due to their inherent inductance, The 
pulse width modulator is commonly used for motor control in 
robots because it is power-efficient since the only power 
dissipating element is the motor. 
Control of the drive motors is open-loop within the 
robot; it is intended that the control loop for the rolling 
speed contains ultrasonic sensors and/ or a vision system 
mounted on the robot so that the complete control loop 
contains a piece of the outside world. In this way, the 
robot will become part of its environment, or, conversely, 
the environment will become part of the robot. 
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3,4 Functions of the Wheel Processors 
The function of the wheel processors is to compute the 
position of the center of curvature-of the robot relative to 
each wheel using the position of the center of curvature 
relative to the center of the robot, provided by the command 
processor. The wheel processors then turn the wheels to face 
the center of curvature computed. These computations are 
done-continuously as requested by the command processor. 
3.4.1 Controlling the Steering Motors 
The steering motors are direct current 
generously donated by Bodine Electric Company. 
motors are controlled by pulse width modulation 
gear motors 
These gear 
directly 
by the wheel processors. The steering motors are in a closed 
loop configuration, with feedback from continuous-turning 
variable resistors. Each variable resistor is connected to 
an analog to digital converter (ADC) that connects directly 
to the wheel processor. When the wheel processor wants to 
know the angular position of the wheel, it first sends a 
command to the ADC telling it to start the analog to digital 
conversion. The processor then waits for the "conversion 
complete" reply from the ADC. Next, the processor reads the 
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data from the ADC. These data corrospond directly to the 
angular position of the wheel. Since the ADC used (Mostek 
MK50808) is an eight bit device, there are 256 discrete 
steps per revolution of the steering shaft. 
The performance of the steering motor control system is 
largely determined by the control program executed by the 
wheel processor. This program determines the stability of 
the system, and the error margin of the position during 
movement ahd when stopped. The wheel processors directly 
implement a pulse width modulator to control the speed of 
the steering motors by using one of the 8751 timers_ as an 
interrupt 
modulation 
source. The frequency of the 
is approximately one kilohertz, 
pulse width 
and the duty 
cycle is proportional to the difference between the desired 
angle of the wheel and the actual angle of the wheel, as 
measured by the shaft encoding variable resistor. Thus, when 
the wheel is within one ADC step of the desired angle, the 
motor is off, since it will have a duty cycle of zero. When 
the desired angle is changing slowly, the error will be 
small, since the motor will be turning slowly, with a small 
duty cycle. However, if the desired angle of the wheel is 
changing quickly, then the error will be larger, since the 
motor is turning quickly, with a large duty cycle. The 
stability of this control system is a function of the 
proportionality constant between the error and the duty 
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cycle. This constant is empirically chosen to be as large as 
possible, with minimum overshoot, This system is 
particularly easy to stabilize, since the mechanical system 
is heavily damped by friction. For a detailed discussion of 
the stability of this type of system, refer to section 6.6 
of Kuo (3). 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOFTWARE OF THE CONTROL NETWORK 
4.1 The Intel 8751 Processor 
The Intel 8751 single chip microcomputer was chosen to 
be the processor element of the control network as explained 
in Chapter 3. The design features that make it desirable as 
a controller include: on-chip oscillator and clock
circuitry, 32 input/ output lines, four kilobytes of on­
chip program ROM, 256 bytes of on-chip RAM, two sixteen bit 
timer/ counters, a full duplex serial port, and a boolean 
processor, The 8751 processor is capable of executing most 
instructions in 1.2 microseconds with an eight megahertz 
crystal. For a detailed description of the 8751 processor, 
see chapters six and seven of (2). 
'!be 8751 processor has separate address spaces for 
program memory and data memory. Although both the program 
memory and data memory can be expanded off-chip, the memory 
space available on-chip was sufficient for this control 
application, The control program of each of the processors 
uses about two kilobytes of program memory, and only about 
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twenty bytes of data memory. The 32 input/ output lines 
actually occupy data memory, as do the timers and serial 
ports, so about thirty bytes of data memory are reserved for 
the control programs. 
Twelve of the 32 input lines of each of the processors 
are used for interprocessor colillllunication and for rolling 
speed control. The wheel processors use the rest for 
steering motor control and feedback. The command processor 
uses the rest of its input/output lines for interfacing to 
the robot and to the hand controller. 
The wheel processors use the sixteen bit timers to 
control the pulse modulation of the steering motors and to 
control the collection of data by the analog to digital 
converters of the steering feedback mechanism. The command 
processor uses the timers to control the sequential 
transmission of center of curvature positions and to set the 
baud rate of the serial channel interface. This serial port 
is the interface to the rest of the robot. 
The 8751 processor has five interrupt sources, each of 
which can be programmed to one of two priority levels. Of 
these five sources, two are used in this controller: on the 
command processor, the serial port creates an interrupt when 
new input arrives, and on the wheel processors, one timer is 
used to create an interrupt at regular intervals to allow 
the foreground wheel turning routine to execute. This is 
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explained in detail in section 4,3, This in-terrupt scheme 
does no t make use of the second interrupt priority level. 
4.2 Command Processor Software Structure 
The command processor executes a very simple routine. 
Upon reset, this processor determines which source, hand 
controller or robot control, it will be receiving commands 
from, by sampling one input bit that is connected to a 
switch, The processor then initializes the wheel processors 
by first resetting them, then sending the robot dimensions, 
and finally sending an initial position for the center of 
curvature, 
From this point 
program loop. See 
loop. Essentially, 
on, the command processor executes one 
figure 17 for a flow chart of this 
the processor waits for a new set of 
control parameters from the input source, as  given in 
section 2.4. If the new parameters change the center of 
curvature, then the processor calculates the position of the 
center of curvature in X-Y coordinates. It then waits for 
the wheel processors to acknowledge the previous 
transmission, and then transmits the new position for the 
center of curvature to the wheel processors. If the new 
parameter only changes the rolling speed, then the command 
processor sets the rolling speed latch accordingly. 
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Figure 17. Command Processor Software Flowchart 
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If the new position for the center of curvature is 
across the infinity border from the old position, then the 
command processor sends a command to the wheel processors 
telling them to cross infinity. This is to distinguish 
between a move of the center of cur'vatature around through 
finite space, which would require the wheels to turn 180 
degrees, and a move across infinity to the same point, which 
would not. 
4.3 Wheel Processor Software Structure 
The wheel processors execute a more complex program than 
the command processor. The program executed in each of the 
wheel processors is identical to the other wheel processor 
programs. Upon reset, the wheel processors sample two bits 
of an input port that are strapped to tell where the 
processor is with respect to the robot. These bits determine 
the signs used in the equations of section 2.1. 
The wheel processors use a timer controlled interrupt 
source to allow two separate routines to run essentially 
concurrently. Figure 18 shows a flow chart of these two 
routines. The foreground routine (the routine that 
interrupts the other routine) is the actual steering motor 
control system. Every millisecond, the background routine 
is interrupted, and the processor begins execution of the 
I BACKGROUND I 
GET X-Y FROM 
COMMAND 
PROCESSOR 
COMPUTE REQUESTED 
ANGULAR POSITION 
ESTIMATE REQUESTED 
ANGULAR VELOCITY 
COMPUTE ANGULAR 
TOLERANCE 
FROM VELOCITY 
· IS LAST
RECORDED ACTUAL 
POSITION WITHIN 
TOLERANCE? 
SEND ACKNOWLEDGE 
TO COMMAND 
PROCESSOR 
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Figure 18. Wheel Processor Software Flowchart 
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foreground steering motor control routine. This control 
routine implements a pulse width modulator, as described in 
section 3.4.1. 
The background routine interacts with the command 
processor. The wheel processor waits for the command 
processor to send a new position for the center of 
curvature. When it receives a new position, the wheel 
processor computes the position of the center of curvature 
with respect to the wheel, as explained in section 2.1. The 
processor then stores this new position where the foreground 
routine will find it, and goes back to wait for a new 
command. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE MECHANICAL STEERING ASSEMBLY 
5.1 Design Considerations 
The actual design of the mechanical steering as$embly 
was infl-uenced by many factors. Some of t.he_se factors 
conflicted, requiring compromises to be made. Following is a 
brief list of the major considerations that influenced the 
mechanical design # Details of this design are given in 
section 5.2. 
The primary design consideration was the desire for 
xpaximum agility-- the ability to perform complex maneuvers 
quickly and easily. This consideration conflicts with nearly 
all the other con_siderations, so certain compromises in the 
robot's agility were inevitable. 
Minimizing cost was a f!lajor design consider�tion since, 
as a teaching laboratory, the 1).dvanced Digital System·s 
Laboratory does not have a research budget. Much help was 
received "in this respect in the form i;:if donations by 
industr:y., the Electrical Engineering Open House Committee, 
and by other departments of 'the Uni ·•iersity. 
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As section 6.2 explains, the ADSL projects are intended 
to be continuously expanded as each semester new students 
create projects around existing projects. For this reason, 
the ADSL robot was designed to be as large as possible, 
maxim�zing the space for future additions. 'Ihe size was 
limited by the size of the door of the laboratory. 
Since this thesis is in the Electrical Engineering 
Department, the mechanical aspects of the design were made 
as simple as possible, so that the thesis would concentrate 
on the electrical aspects of the design. 
5.2 Detail of the Mechanical Design 
The base of the ADSL robot consists of an aluminum plate 
three feet square. Attached to each corner of this plate is 
one steering assembly. There are two types of steering 
assemblies: those with drive motors, and those without. The 
steering assemblies without drive motors are otherwise the 
same as the assemblies with drive motors. The two assemblies 
with drive motors are diagonally opposite each other. 
Figure 19 shows one steering assembly with a drive 
motor. The drive motor is attached to the fork, so that it 
turns with the wheel when the wheel is steered. Electrical 
power is brought down to the drive motor with two wires 
through the hollow steering shaft. These wires are connected 
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Figure 19. One of Four Steering Assemblies 
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to a set of brushes at the top of the steering shaft to 
transfer the power to the drive motor while allowing the 
wheel to steer continuously. 
Because there is a differential between the two drive 
motors, it is i mportant that both driven wheels are 
constantly in contact with the floor. If one drive wheel 
were to lift off the floor, it would spin freely, and the 
robot would be stuck, like an automobile with one rear wheel 
in the air. To keep all four wheels on the ground, and yet 
allow for variations in the flatness of the floor, the forks 
that support the wheels are pushed with springs against the 
floor. Even if these springs are compressed completely by a 
heavy load, they will keep the wheels in contact with the 
floor when variations are encountered. 
Attached to the steering shaft is a gear. This gear is 
turned by a gear on the shaft of the gearmotor when the 
robot is steering. When the robot is not steering, the 
gearmotor is not energized, and the friction of the gear box 
of the gearmotor keeps the steering shaft stationary. If the 
wheel is perturbed enough to overcome this friction, then 
the motor will become energized, so as to keep the wheel in 
its proper position. There is a third gear, of the same size 
as the gear on the steering shaft, attached to the feedback 
variable resistor. This gear is turned by the gear on the 
steering shaft so that the angular position of the yariable 
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resistor corresponds directly to !;he angular position of the 
steering shaft. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPANSION POSSIBILITIES 
6.1 The ADSL Robot Project Concept 
As an educational laboratory, the Advanced Digital 
Systems Laboratory (ADSL) projects have several goals, 
including some goals not found in purely research 
laboratories. Along with exploring new {deas, projects such
as the robot project in the ADSL must provide stimulus and 
opportunity for further projects by future students of the 
laboratory. In the sense of reaching a point of never being 
changed, no project is ever "completed" in the ADSL; 
sucessful projects lead the way for many more related 
projec_ts. 
This thesis describes the base of a robot that is only 
limited by the imaginations of the students of the ADSL. 
Many of the ideas from the previous ADSL robot, Protobius, 
can be applied to this robot, such as ultrasonic sensors and 
light sensors. Many current ADSL projects can be 
incorporated in this robot such as speech recognition and 
synthesis, mechanical arms, general purpose multiprocessor 
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networks, and image recognition systems. Future ADSL robot 
projects will certainly benefit from the experience gained 
by working with this robot. 
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APPENDIX A 
MICROPROCESSOR NETWORK SCHEMATICS 
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APPENDIX B 
COMMAND PROCESSOR SOFTWARE LISTING 
HCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER C°"""N 
ISiS-11 NCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER v2.o 
OBJECT MODULE PLACED 1N rFllCOMHAN.OS.J 
ASSEMBLER INVOKED BY• ASNSI 1FIICOMt1AN.SRC 
LOC OBJ 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
003B 
003A 
003B 
003C 
0030 
003E 
0021 
00:20 
0022 
0040 
(1040 
0000 E4 
0001 FSDO 
0003 7'!.'i'.90FB 
0006 7830 
0008 F6 
0009 08 
OOOA B840FB 
0000 C295 
0A6B 
00f5 
LINE 
• 
2 
3 
4 • • 
7 
0 
9 
,0 " 
'2 
'3 " 
'5 •• 
'7 
,0 •• 
20 
2' 
22 
23 
24 
23 
26 
27 
20 
29 
30 
3' 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 
3' 
30 ,. 
40 " 
42 
43 " 
1S 
4b 
47 
40 
49 
50 
SOURCE 
• ' ' • ' 
THETA 
ZNAO 
PH• 
KLOW '"' 
YLOW '"' 
SPEED 
RCTHEf 
RQZMAO 
RQPHJ 
RQSPEE 
WRAP 
SSA VE 
QSAVE 
' 
)(WIDTH 
VWIDTH 
CLRLOP1 
' ' ' ' ' 
RATE 
HIRATE 
AOSL FOUR WHEEL STEERING ROBOT BASE 
8751 Cod• for Co•111tand Processor 
Res•rved memory locattonsr 
EOU 
Eau 
EOU 
EOU 
EOU 
Eau 
EQU 
EOU 
EQU 
Eau 
EOU 
Eau 
EQU 
EOU 
EOU 
32H 
33H 
34H 
35ll 
3bH 
37H 
3BH 
3AH 
3BH 
3CH 
30H ""  
2'H 
20H 
22H 
1an•le of zero steerln• vector 
1ma,n1tud• of above 
1an•I• out to cent•r of 
llow bYt• of x position 
lhi•h byte • w
1low bYte of y position 
lhJ•h bYt9 N N 
1st,n-�a9 roll In• •P••d 
r•�uested theta rserial • " t111a, ' ... 
curvature 
' . • • 
rblt O • Infinity 
rholder for •t•n• 
Jtemporary holder 
SP99d 
Cl'DJIS fl•• 
for cos,,tn routines 
robot PhYslcaJ dimension, 
EQU 64 
EQU b4 
macro to ,end data to wh••I processor, 
reset wheel Processor-, and lnlttaliz• variable• 
CLR 
HOV 
HOV 
HOV 
HOV 
me 
CJNE 
CLR 
A 
PSW,A 
Pl,IOFBH lreset control port 
RO,M30H 
aRo,A lclear data ,tor••• 
RO 
RO, M40H, CLRLOP 
P!.5 lturn off reset 
rut the set ur for serial Port her•••••••• 
set ur cour,ter for 1/256 sec delay! 
EOU 
EOU 
2667 
HIOHI-RATEI 
lf�lnstructlon cYcle tl�e/256) 
PAOE 
"' 
w 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER. COMMAN 
LOC OBJ 
0095 
OOOF 75890B 
00!2 758A95 
0015 758Cf5 
0018 D28C 
OOH\ 7590ClC 
0010 758040 
0020 CZ93 
0022 3094FD 
0025 0293 
0027 759000 
002A 758040 
0020 C293 
002F 3094FD 
0032 0293 
0034 308DFD 
0037 C28D 
0039 758A93 
003C 758CF5 
003F D28C 
0041 200218 
0044 E4· 
0045 7838 
0047 7904 
0049 43BOCF 
004C 5200 
004E 2410 
(1050 0286 
0052 C2B6 
0054 3087FD 
O(t57 A6AO 
0059 08 
005A D9ED 
OOSC C3 
0050 E53B 
OOSF 9532 
LJNE 
51 
52 
s, 
54 
55 
56 
57 •• 
59 +2 
60 +2 
61 +l 
62 +2 
63 +J 
64 +l 
65 +2 
66 +2 
67 +J 
68 +2 
69 +J 
70 +t 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
70 
79 
80 
01 
82 
83 
84 
05 
06 
07 
ao 
09 
90 
91 
92 
9' 
94 
95 
96 
97 
90 
99 
100 
IOI 
102 
103 '°' 
105 
SOURCE 
LORA TE 
WAIT01.'U 
WAITOt I 
I 
WAJTI I 
• • 
OPARM1 
CWf>ARMI 
• 
UPDATE• 
EOU LOWI-RATEI 
MOV ·TMOD,flll 
HOV TLO,ILORATE 
MOV THO,IHIRATE 
SEHi TCON.4 
ser,d ('obot Pt,vstcal dtmen111ions to 111he1>I rroccessor1 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR .... 
SETB 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR 
JNO 
SETB 
Pl,,.WDSH OR 4l 
PO, ,.lCWIDTH 
Pl.3 
PJ.4,YAJTOO 
P.1.3 
Pt,ICODBH OR 51 
PO,IVWIDTH 
PJ.3 
Pl.4,YAITOI 
Pl.3 
ls•nd data ready 
1111att for- a.II rroca tc, acl:n 
lclea.r- readv 
lsend data ready 
1111.&it for a_ll Procs to ackn 
!clear ready 
wait for time-out, r•st•r-t del•Y tt�cer 
.JNO 
CLR 
HOV 
HOV 
SETB 
TCON.5,WAITJ 
TCON.3 
TLO, IJLORATE 
THO,IHIRATE 
TCON.4 
lf ••rial inPut, sklp h•nd controller input cc,d• 
JB P3.2,llPDATE 
Pet parameter• from h•nd contr-o11er 
CLR 
HOV 
HOV 
ORL 
ANL 
ADO 
SETB 
CLR 
JNO 
HOV 
INC 
DJNZ 
A 
RO,IROTHET 
RI, li4 
P3,lt0CFH 
P3,A 
A,IJIOH 
P3.6 
P3.6 
P3. 7, CWf>ARM 
@RO,P2 
RO 
Rl ,OPARM 
UPd-.tce, theta., ztr1ai,, f'hl, ;1nd 1<Pe<td 
CLR 
HOV 
suoo 
theta 
c 
A,ROTHET 
A,TIJETA 
PAGE 2 
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Loe OOJ LINE SOURCE 
OObl b(I09 ,06 "' RETHET 
0003 30E704 10, .,., ACC. 7, IPTHET 
(IOU, 1532 J(l8 DCC THETA 
0008 8002 109 S.JMP RETHET 
006A 0532 110 JPTHETI INC THETA 
ll l RETHETI 
ll2 
ll3 ' 211,a• 
t 14 ' 
006C cs ll5 CLR c 
0000 E53C lib HOV A,RQZMIIO 
OObF 9533 u, SUBO A,ZMAO 
0071 b008 l!8 "' REZi1AO 
0073 5004 ll9 JNC IPZMAO 
0075 1533 120 DEC ZMAO 
0077 8002 121 5Jffl' REZNAO 
0079 0533 122 JPZNAOI INC ZMAO 
123 REZMA(H 
124 
120 ' ... 
126 ' 
0078 cs 127 CLR c "' 
007C E53D 128 MDV A,RQPHJ 
007E 953'4 129 su,, A,PHl 
0080 6010 130 "' REPHI 
0082 A2E7 131 HOV C,'ACC. 7 
0084 7401 132 MOV A,11 
0086 5002 133 JNC IPPHI 
0088 74FF 134 MOV A,1-1 
008A 2534 135 IPPHII ADD A,PHI 
oosc P.534 136 MOV PHl,A 
008E A2D2 13' HOV C,PSW.2 
0090 9208 138 HOV WRAP.0,C 
139 REPHII 
140 ' ••• ' ....... d 
1,2 ' 
0092 853E3A 143 MDV SPEED, RQSPEE 
144 • 
1'5 ' com,.ut,. Cx, Cy 
146 ' 
147 • look Uf' Rtanlf'hi) 
148 • 
0095 E534 ••• MOV A,PHI 
0097 752000 '50 MOV SSAVE,10 
009A 30E705 ••• JNO ACC.7,PHIPOS 
0090 7520FF 152 MOV SSAVE,11-1 
OOAO F4 ,sa CPL A 
OOAI 04 ••• INC A 
OOA2 90018C 155 PHIPOSI MOV llPTR, IIRTANTL 
OOA5 F9 ••• HOV RI ,A 
OOAO 93 '"' NOVC A,@:A+DPTR 
OOA7 FS ••• HOV RO,A 
OOAS FA ••• HOV R2,A 
00A9 E9 ••o HOV A,RI 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER COHMAN PAOE 4 
LDC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
OOAA 900230 161 MDV DPTR,IRTANTH 
OOAO 93 162 MOVC A, @A+DPTR 
OOAE F9 163 MOV RI ,A 
OOAF Fil 164 HOV R3,A 
165 I 
166 I mul Rtanlphil bv stnfthetal 
167 • 
ooao 120146 168 CALL S!NMUL 
001 3 COOi U.9 PUSH l 
OOB5 COOO 170 PUSH 0 
171 • 
172 • ri,ul :z by co•ftheh,I 
• 73 • 
0087 A933 174 MDV RO, ll1AO 
0089 7900 175 MDV Rl,10 
0099 C200 176 CLR SSAVE.O 
ooeo 120140 177 CALL COSMUL 
178 • 
179 I ,ubtract t.r,n 
tao • 
CIOCO C3 181 CLR c 
OOCI EB 182 MDV A,RO "' 
OOC2 0000 183 POP 0 
"' 
OOC4 98 10, SUBB A,RO 
OOC5 F535 185 MOV XLOW,A 
OOC7 E9 ••• MDV A,RI 
ooce 0001 187 POP I 
OOCA 99 188 SUBB A,RI 
OOCB F536 189 HOV XHI ,A 
190 • 
191 I mul RtanCPhll by co,{th•tal 
192 • 
OOCD 8AOO 193 MOV 0,R2 
OOCF 8901 194 MOV 1,R3 
OODJ A201 195 MDV C,SSAVE. I 
0003 9200 196 MDV SSAVE.O,C 
0005 120140 197 CALL COSMtll. 
0008 8802 198 MDV 2,RO 
(l{lDA 8903 ·199 MOV 3,RI 
200 • 
201 • mul zma• by ,tnlthetal 
202 I 
OOOC A833 203 MDV RO, Zl1AO 
OODE 7900 204 MDV Rl,10 
OOEO C200 20, CLR SSAVE.O 
OOE2 120146. 20b CALL SINMUL 
207 • 
208 • add t•r.,s 
209 • 
0(1E5 ES 21(1 HOV A,RO 
OOE6 2A 211 ADD A,R2 
OOE7 F537 212 MOV YLOU,A 
OCIE9 £9 213 MOV A,Rl 
OCIEA 3B 204 A[1[1C A,R3 
OOEB F:538 215 MOV YHI,A 
MCS-SJ MACRO ASSEMBLER CONMAN 
LOC OB.J 
OOED 300800 
OOFO 7590DE 
OOF3 759000 
(tOF6 C293 
OOF8 3094FD 
OOFB 0293 
OOFD 7590DF 
0100 853A00 
0103 C293 
0105 3094FD 
0108 [/293 
OIOA 759008 
OIOO 853500 
ot to C293 
O It 2 3094FD 
OIJS D293 
OJ 17 759009 
OIIA 053680 
OJ JD C293 
01 IF 3094FD 
0122 0293 
0124 7590M 
0127 853780 
Ol2A C293 
012C 3094FD 
012F 0293 
0131 75901'.18 
0134 853880 
(1137 C293 
0139 3094FD 
013C 0293 
013E 0134 
0140 E532 
0142 2440 
0144 8002 
LINE 
21b 
21' 
218 
219 
220 -t2 
221 -t2 
222 -ti 
223 -t2 
224 -ti 
225 -ti 
226 -t2 
227 -t2 
228 +1 
229 -t2 
230 +1 
231 H 
232 +2 
233 •2 
234 +J 
235 -t2 
236 -ti 
237 •• 
230 -n 
239 +2 
240 -tJ 
241 -t2 
242 -ti 
243 H 
244 +2 
245 -t2 
246 -+I 
247 -+2 
248 +I 
249 +I 
250 -+2 
251 +2 
252 +I 
253 +2 
254 H 
255 +I 
25b 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
2'2 
243 
2b4 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
SOURCE 
$end data to wheel Processors 
JNB 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR 
WAIT021 .JNB 
SETB 
CONT41 MOV 
HOV 
CLR 
WAJT031 .JNB 
SETS 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR 
WAJT041 �INB 
SETB 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR 
MAJT051 .JNB 
SETB 
HCV 
HOV 
CLR 
WAITOol .JNB 
SETB 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR 
WAIT071 .JNB 
SETB 
JHP 
MRAP.O,CONT4 
Pl,ICODBH OR 61 
P0,10 
Pl.3 
Pl.4,WAIT02 
Pl.3 
Pl ,.(ODBH OR 71 
PO,SPEED 
l••nd JnfinltY crossJn• If fla9•ed 
lsend d11b1, r•adY 
lwait for all p,rocs to ackn 
lcle11r ready 
Pl.3 lsend d•t• ready 
Pl.4,WAIT03 h1ait for a11 p,rocs to aclcn 
Pl.3 lchar r•adY 
1••nd aotor sp,e•d 
Pt,•cooeH OR Ol 
PO,)(LOW 
Pl,3 
Pl.4,MA1T04 
Pl,3 
ls•i.d lolOI )C 
Pl,#IOD8H OR I) 
PO, XHI 
lsend data r•adY 
llolalt for all p,rocs 
lclear readY 
11end dat• r•adY 
to ackn 
Pl.3 
PJ.4,WAITO� 
Pl .3 
lwait for all p,roc• to ackn 
r•adY ICJeU' 
•••mt hl•h )C 
Pl olHODSH OR 21 
PO,VLOW 
PJ.3 
Pl,4,WAIT06 
PJ.3 
ls•nd low Y 
Pt,.IOD8H OR 3) 
PO, VHI 
11end data r•ady 
1wait for all P'roc• 
lcl•ar r•adY 
ln·nd data ready 
to ackn 
P!.3 
Pl,4,WAIT07 lwalt for all p,rocs to •ckn 
Pl. 3 
' 
WAIT! 
I ••nd 
!clear readY 
hhh y 
!wait on ttm•r 
subroutine to multlP'lv 16 bit llsn ma• numb•r by coslth•ta) 
result is 16 bit 2'• comP'. 
' 
COS/1ULI HOV 
AtlD 
S.JHP 
SSAVE.O � sl�n of inp,ut 
RO m low bYt• of inP'ut and outPut 
RI � hl9h byte of Input and out,.ut 
A,TI-IETA 
A,164 
CO SHU I 
lconv•rt theta to find e�uiv stne 
104 � 90 de• Phas• lead 
sul>r-outine to n,ultJp,ly 16 bit si.11n mas numb•r by sinlthehl 
re�ult is 10 bit 2's comP. 
SSAVE.O m •l•n of inp,ut 
PAGE 5 
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LOC Oll.J 
0146 E532 
0148 30E704 
0148 B200 
OJ4D C2E7 
Ot4F 30E603 
0152 F4 
0153 2481 
0155 24C2 
0157 30E715' 
Ol'SA 243£ 
Ol'SC 90017E 
015F 5'3 
0160 CCIEO 
0162 BBFO 
0164 A4 
0165 ASFO 
0167 DC,EO 
0169 85'FO 
Ot6B A4 
016C 20 
OJ6D FS 
016E E5FO 
OJ70 3400 
OJ72 FSI 
0'173 300007 
0176 E4 
0177 C3 
0178 5'8 
0175' Fil 
017A E4 
OJ7B 99 
017C FS' 
0170 22 
017E 00 
017F 06 
0180 OD 
0181 13 
OJB2 19 
0103 IF 
Ol 84 2�· 
OJ� 2C 
OJ tlt· 32 
0187 38 
UNE 
2,i 
2'2 
2'3 
27, 
275 
276 
27' 
278 
21, 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
2B7 
288 
289 
2,0 
2,i 
2'2 
2'3 
2" 
295 
2,. 
2,1 
2'8 ,,, 
300 
301 
302 
303 
3o, 
305 
306 
307 
· 308 
30, 
310 
311 
312 
313 
3 .. 
315 
31i, 
317 
COMMllN 
SOURCE 
' ' ' 
SIN11ULI NOV 
co�:MUI I JNB 
CPL 
CLR 
THEPOSI JNB 
CPL 
ADD 
NOFOLm ADD 
JN8 
ADD 
MOV 
MOVC 
RO "' 10111 bvt-1!' of 1nPut- and <•UtPut 
RI � hish hvt� of input and outPut 
A,THETA 
ACC. 7, THEPOS 
SSAVE:.O 
ACC.7 
ACC.6,NOFOl.0 
A 
A,#129 
A,•-62 
ACC. 7,SINElH 
A,#62 
DPTR, ltSINTAB 
A,@A-tDPTR 
t If theta is ne,;,atb,e, 11et fla9 
ln•••t• after multi�!� and add 180 de, 
I lhy striP�in9 off 11i•n), ie., 
1slnltheta)�-11inl-theta)�-,inltheta+JBOI 
I�• 111ant to fold the table about 90 deg 
I to •ave sp;i.ce 
fif 11lne is one. don�t bother to �ult 
I lcan"t J'e�r••ent J in table) 
lindtrect into •in tahl• 
comPute Partial Product, 
PUSH 
NOV 
MUL 
HOV 
POP 
MOV 
MUL 
ADD 
NOV 
MOV 
ADDC 
MDV 
ACC 
8,RO 
AB 
RO,B 
ACC 
B,RI •• 
A,RO 
RO,A 
A,B 
A,#0 
RI ,A 
llow order Partial product 
lthrow away lowest order bvte 
lhi•h ord•r P;i.rtlal product 
1add in low order 
nepate if r•11ult thould be n1sative ' 
SINEQII ..INS 
I 
CLR 
CLR 
SUBS 
MOV 
CLR 
SUBB 
NOV 
COSDON1 RET ' 
SINTAB1 DB 
DB 
SSAVE. 0, COSOON' 
A 
c 
A,RO 
RO,A 
A 
A,RI 
RI ,A 
0, 6, 13, 19, 25, 3J, .38, 44 
50, 56, 62, 69, 74, BO, 86, 92 
PAOE • 
m 
00 
NCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER CONMAN PAGE 7 
LOC oaJ LINE SOURCE 
01ee 3E 
0199 44 
018A 4A 
0180 50 
018C 56 
0180 5C 
OJaE 62 310 •• 98, 104, 109, 115, 121, 126, I 32, 137 
OISF 68 
0190 60 
0191 73 
0192 79 
0193 7E 
I (1194 84 0195 89 0196 8E 319 DB 142, 147, 152, 157, 162, 167, 172, 177 0197 93 ' 0198 98 I 0199 90 Ol9A A2 
I 0198 A7 019C AC 0190 81 "' � Ol9E BS 320 •• 181, 185, 190, 194, 190, 202,206, 209 
Ol9F B9 
OIAO BE 
OIAI C2 
(1JA2 Cb 
OIA3 CA 
OIA4 CE 
OIAS 01 
OlA6 [15 321 •• 213,216,220,223,,226,229,231,234 
OIA7 trS 
OIAS DC 
OIA9 DF 
OIAA E2 
OIAB E'5 
olAC E7 
OIA[I EA 
OIAE ED 322 DB 237,239,241,243,245,247,248,250 
OIAF EF 
0180 Fl 
0181 F3 
0182 F5 
0183 F7 
0104 FB 
0185 FA 
(1186 FB 323 •• 251,252,253,254,255,255 
0187 FC 
0188 FD 
0189 FE 
OIBA FF 
OIBB FF 
n, ' 
OIDC 00 325 RTANTL1 [19 o • .. 2. 2. 3, •• 5, • 
0100 01 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER COHt1AN 
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LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
OIBE 02 
OIBF 02 
OICO 03 
OICI 04 
O!C2 05 
OIC3 06 
OIC4 06 326 DB 6, 7, 
OIC5 07 
8, 9, •• 10, ... 12
OIC6 oe 
OIC7 09 
OIC8 09 
OIC:9 OA 
(>ICA OEI 
OICB OC 
otcc OD 327 DB 13, 14, 
OICD OE 
... 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 
OtCE OE 
OICF OF 
0100 JO 
01[11 ..
0102 12 
OID3 13 
� 01D4 13 328 08 ••• 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 
0 0105 14 
0106 15 
OID7 16 
(ll[l8 .17 
(IJ[J9 18 
Ol[!A 19 
0108 lA 
OIOC 18 329 08 27, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 
0100 18 
OWE IC 
01DF ID 
OJEO IE 
OIEI IF 
OIE2 20 
OIE3 21 
OJE4 22 330 DB 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42 
OIE5 _z3 
OIEb �4 
OIE7 25 
OIES 26 
OIE9 27 
OIEA 29 
OIEB 2A 
OIEC 28 331 
OIED 2C 
DB 43, ... 45, 46, 47, ••• 50, 51 
OIEE 20 
OIEF 2E 
OIFO 2F 
OIFI 31 
OIF2 32 
OIF3 33 
OIF4 35 332 DB 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62 
HCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER COMMAN PAOE 9 
Loe 08J LIN£ SOURCE 
OJFS 36 
OlFb 37 
OIF7 39 
OJFEl 3A 
OJF9 38 
OIFA 30 
OIF8 3E 
OJFC 40 33' De 64, 66, 67, 69, 71, 72. 74, 76 
OIFD 42 
OIFE 43 
OlFF 45 
02(•0 47 
0201 48 
0202 4A 
(1203 4C 
0204 4E ,,, DB 79, SO, 82, 84, 86, 89, 91, 93 
0205 50 
(1206 52 
0207· 54 
0206 Sb 
0209 59 
020A 58 " 
0208 SD � 
020C 60 335 DB 96, 98, 101, 104, 107, I 10, 113, 116 
0200 62 
020E 65 
020F 68 
0210 68 
0211 6E 
0212 71 
0213 74 
0214 78 .,. DB 120, i23, 127, 131, 13:S, 140, 144, 149 
0215 78 
0216 7F 
0217 83 
0218 87 
0219 ac 
021A 90 
0218 95 
(12IC 9B 337 DB 1:SS, 160, JU, 172, 179, J 86, 194, 202 
021D AO 
021E A6 
021F AC 
0220 83 
0221 BA 
0222 C2 
0223 CA 
(1224 [13 338 DB 211, 221,231,243, 0, 1-3, 29, 46 
0225 DD 
0226 E7 
0227 F3 
ll228 00 
0.229 OD 
(122A JD 
0228 2E 
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LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
022C 42 339 DO ••• 88, I 13, 142, 175, 215, ,. b5 
0220 53 
022E 71 
022F SE 
0230 AF 
0231 " 
0232 07 
(1233 41 
0234 SA 340 •• 138, 231, 100, ... 23,202, "· 95
0235 E7 
0236 b4 
0237 12 
0238 17 
0239 CA 
023A 2F 
023B 5F 
023C 00 341 •• 0 
312 I 
0230 00 343 RTANTHI •• 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
023£ 00 
023F 00 
0240 00 � 
0241 00 "' 
0242 00 
0243 00 
0244 00 
(1245 00 344 •• 0,0,0, 0,0,0,0,0 
024b 00 
0247 00 
0248 00 
0249 00 
024A 00 
Ct24B 00 
024C 00 
0240 00 345 o, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
024E 00 
024F 00 
0250 00 
0251 00 
0252 00 
0253 00 
0254 00 
0255 00 3•• o, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
0256 00 
0257 (10 
0258 00 
0259 00 
025A 00 
0258 00 
025C 00 
02'!::,[l 00 34, o, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
025E 00 
025F 00 
0260 00 
(1261 00 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER COtlNAN 
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Loe OBJ LIN€ SOURCE 
0262 00 
0263 00 
0264 00 
0265 00 348 
0266. 00 
DB O. 0, O, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
026.7 00 
0268 00 
0269 00 
026A 00 
021!-B 00 
026C 00 
0260 00 349 DB 0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0 
026.E 00 
026F 00 
0270 00 
0271 00 
0272 00 
0273 00 
0274 00 
0275 00 350 DB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
0276 00 
0277 00 
0278 00 � 
0279 00 
027A 00 
0278 00 
027C 00 
0270 00 351 DB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
027E 00 
027F 00 
0280 00 
0281 00 
0282 (10 
0283 00 
0284 00 
0285 00 352 DB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
0286 00 
0287 00 
0288 00 
0289 00 
028A 00 
0288 00 
028C 00 
0280 00 353 
02BE CtO 
DB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
028F 00 
0290 00 
0291 00 
0292 00 
0293 00 
0294 (10 
0295 00 354 DB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
0296 00 
0297 00 
0298 00 
NCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER CONMAN PAOE ,2 
LOC OBJ LINE SOtlRCE 
0299 00 
029A 00 
(1290 00 
029C 00 
0290 00 335 
029E 00 
DB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
029F (tO 
02AO 00 
02Al 00 
02A2 00 
02A3 00 
02A4 00 
02A5 00 35b 
02A6 00 
DB 0,0,0,0,.1,t,1,1 
02A7 00 
02A8 00 
02A9 01 
02AA O! 
02AB Ol 
02AC 01 
(t2AD OI °"' 
02AE 01 
DB 1,1,1,.1,1,1,2,2 
02AF 01 " 
02BO 01 
02BI 01 
0202 01 
02B3 02 
0204 02 
0205 02 358 DB 2,2,3,4,5,6,10,50,126 
02B6 02 
0207 03 
02BB 04 
0289 05 
02BA 06 
02BB OA 
02BC 32 
02BO 7E 
359 
360 END 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER C0/111AN PAOE 13 
SYMBOL TABLE LISTING -------
NA HE TYPE VALUE A T T R I B U T E S 
ACC. . D ADOR O(IE0/-1 A 
B. . . D ADDR OOF0/-1 A 
C'LRLOP . C ADOR OOOeH A 
CONT4. C ADDR OOFDH A 
COS DON C ADOR 017DH A 
COSMUI C ADOR 014BH A 
COSHUL C ADDR 01-40H A 
CWPARN C ADOR 0054H A 
GPARN. C AODR 0049H A 
I HIRATE NUHB OOFSH A IPPHI. C AODR 008AH A IPTHET C ADM 001,AH A 
IPZMAO C AODR 0079H A 
LORA TE NUMB 0095H A 
NOFOLO C ADDR 0155H A 
PO D ADDR OOBOH A 
I Pl . . D AOOR 0090H A 
i, P2 • . D ADM OOAOH A 
P3 • O AODR OOBOH A � . '" PHI. . NUMB 0034H A 
PHIPOS C AOOR OOA2H A 
PSIJ. D ADDR OODOH A 
QSAVE. . NUttB 0022H A 
RATE NUMB OA6BH A 
REPHI. . C ADOR 0092H A 
RETHET C ADDR 006Cff A 
RE ZHAO C ADOR 007BH A 
ROFHI. NUMB 003DH A 
ROSPEE NUMB 003EH A 
RllTH£T "'-"B 003811 A 
ROZ MAO .._... 003CH A 
RTANTH C ADDR 023DH A 
RTANTL C AODR OIBCH A 
SINElH C AOOR 0173H A 
SINMUL C AODR OJ46H A 
SINTAB C AODR 017EH A 
SPEED. NUMB 003AH A 
SSAVE. NUMB 00201-1 A 
TCON • D ADDR 0088H A 
THO. . . O ADOR 008CH A 
THEPOS C ADOR 014FH A 
THETA. NUNB 00321-1 A 
TLO. . D ADOR 008AH A 
THOD • O ADDR OOB9H A 
UPDATE C AOOR OQ5CH A 
WAITOO c ADr•R 0022H A 
WAITOl C AO[IR 002FH A 
WIHT02 . C AtlDR OOFBH A 
WAIT03 C AODR 0105H A 
WllJT(l4 C ADDR 01 J21f A 
WAI T05 C ADDR Ol lFlf A 
MCS-51 NACRO ASSENBLER COMNAN 
NAME T Y P E VALUE ATTRIBUTES 
WAIT06 C ADDR 012CH A 
WAIT07 • C ADDR 01:39H A 
WAIT!. C AODR 0034H A 
WRAP """" 002JH A 
XHI. NUttB 00:3tH A 
XLOIJ • . NUNB 0035H 
XL.UDTH NUMB 0040H A 
VHJ. . NUMB 003'H A 
YLOIJ • NUMB 0037H A 
VlJIOTH . NUMB 0040H A 
ZHAO . NUMB 0033H A 
REGISTER BANK{SI USED1 0, T�OET MACHINE(Slr 9051 
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE, NO ERRORS FOUND 
PAOE 14 
� "' 
77 
APPENDIX C 
WHEEL PROCESSOR SOFTWARE LISTING 
tlCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER WHEEL 
ISJS-11 l'ICS-51 HACRO ASSEMBLER V2.0 
OBJECT MO�E PLACED IN IFIIIJHEEL.OBJ 
ASSEMBLER INVOKED BVI as•51 1f11wheel,1rc 
LOC OBJ UNE 
• 
2 
3 
4 
SOURCE 
AOSL FOUR WHEEL STEERING ROBOT BASE 
8751 Code for Mheel Processors • • 
7 re&erved 111••,ory locatl.ons • • 
10 
• 
KOFF '°'' EQU EQU '°" tX coordioate of wheel 32H IV coordinate of wheel fib blh) " "0030 0032 
0034 
0030 
Q021 
0023 
.. 
12 
13 .. .. 
lb 
17 
18 .. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
24 
27 
28 
2, 
30 
3' 
32 
'3 
34 
35 
3b 
37 
38 
3' 
,o 
41 
""" EOU 34H ldUtY CYCie of rul1e wl.dth modulator 
002A 
0028 
0000 
0000 02000E 
oooe 
0008 020102 
OOOE 758lb0 
0011 E4 
0012 FSDO 
0014 F53b 
0010 FSBS 
0018 F523 
OOIA C296 
OOJC ES90 
ODIE 5430 
0020 C4 
0021 F521 
" 
43 .. ., •• 
47 
48 " "' 
LOIIEO 
ARROW • • • 
PERIOD 
OH 
• • ' 
BACKGI 
EQU SbH !wheel anele re�ue1ted
EOU 21H I wheel corrdinate sl.•ns- bl.t o�x, ..,
EQU 23H lcount•r for infinity cro1sine1 CNOO 21
coo1ilat.nh 
EQU " IPerlod of rul1e wl.dth nodulator 
EOU ,o lmaxi•u• on-cvc)e 
link thi1 •odule with •odule1 NORNAL, o,v1oe: and ARCTAN 
EXTRN CODE(NORMAL,DlVIDE,ARCTAN) 
Jump v,Htor& 
ORO 
LJHP 
ORO 
LJNP 
0 
BACKG 
OBH 
FOREG 
lrttJet vector 
Ittner O Interrupt vector 
be•inoine o,f back•rc:,und code 
HOV 
CLR 
HOV 
HOV 
HOV 
HOV 
CLR 
SP.IIWH 
A 
PSM,A 
LOREQ,A 
IP,A 
ARRO�l,A 
Pl. t, !Jet ur Jtrobe bit for AID
u·t wt,eel ro•Uioo code fror, blh 4 ;and S of Pl 
HOV 
ANL 
SWAP 
HOV 
A,PI 
A,lt30H 
A 
IJHO,A 
confiaurc c�unter 
PAGE 
.,, "" 
MCS-51 NACRO ASSEMBLER, l*IEEL PAOE 2 
LOC OOJ LINE SOURCE 
0023 758911 SI HOV TttOD, U IH l••t up a• 16-bit,intern elk 
0026 75A882 52 HOV IE,IIS2H Unable tira•r O 
0029 758AOO 53 HOV TLO, 10 l5•t llP ir,ith,J delay 
002C 758CFF .. HOV TH0, 11-1 
002F D28C .. SETS TCON.4 l•tart count .. • 
S7 • .,ajt for re�u••t frora co.uiroand Proc•••or.. •
0031 3093FD 59 WAITl I JND Pl.3,WAJTt 
0034 E:590 '° HOV A,Pt •••t dah. id 
0036 5407 61 .. , A,117 ..... k it 
62 • 
63 • dah. id codeu
64 •
65 • O�low X" • l>ahi•h )(
67 • :,: ... 10 .. Y
69 • 3'ohhh v
69 • 4c)( offu,t
70 • 5 .. y ofh .. t
71 • 6"'Co11,mand "'ord _, 
72 • 7=r,ul l "' 
73 •
0038 601C 2, Jl CXLOW I low ord•r X ••nt 
003A 14 75 DEC A 
0038 601D 76 Jl CXHIOH I hi•h order X unt 
0030 14 77 DEC A 
003E 601E 78 Jl CVLOW llo., order Y i•nt 
0040 14 79 DEC A 
0041 6040 BO Jl CVHIGH lhl•h Y and 00 
0043 14 Bl DEC • 
0044 601C 82 Jl CXOFF IX ldhe•I off•it 
0046 14 83 DEC A 
0047 601F •• Jl CYOFF I Y 111h••I off Ht 
0049 14 •• DEC • 
004A 6002 86 Jl COHNAN lco-and wor-d 
004C 802F 87 SJHP ACl-:N I nul I •• •
89 • co11111and cod•11
90 • 
9, • O=inflnitv cros11in•
92 • 1-255 und .. fined
93 '
004E E580 94 COH11AN1 MOV A,PO •••t co1>111ar,d 
0050 7028 ,s JN2 ACKN 
0052 8218 96 CPC ARROW.O lincre .. •nt cour.t•r 
0054 8027 97 SJ11P ACKN 
98 • " ' data transf•r cod• ... • 
0056 A880 IOI CXLOIJI HOV RO,PO 
0058 8023 102 SJHP AC.:N 
OOSA A980 103 ClCHIGHI MOV , Rl,PO 
OOSC SOIF ••• SJHP ACKN 
005E AABO '" CVLOI..II HOV R2,PO 
NCS-51 NACRO ASSENBLER 
LOC OBJ 
0060 SOIB 
0062 7830 
0064 A2Cl8 
0066 8004 
0068 7832 
006A A209 
006C 4007 
006E A680 
0010 oa
0071 7600 
0073 8008 
0075 E4 
0076 C3 
0077 9580 
0079 Fb 
oo7A oa
0078 76FF 
007D C283 
007F D2S3 
0081 80AE 
0083 A880 
0020 
0085 752000 
0088 EB
0089 C3 
OCIBA 9530 
OOBC F8 
OOBD E9 
OOSE 9531 
0090 F9 
LINE ... 
107 
109 
109 
110 
Ill 
112 '" 
114 ... ... 
117 
119 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
12' 
12" 
12• 
i27 
129 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 "' 
135 .,. 
137 
139 
139 
140 ... 
142 
143 
144 '" 
14• 
147 
l<a 
149 
150 ... 
152 .. , ... 
155 
15• 
157 
159 
159 ''° 
WH£eL 
SOURCE 
Saffl' 
CXOFFI NOV 
ACKN 
RO,ltXOFF 
C,WHO.O 
COFF 
RO,ltVOFF 
C,WHO.t 
COFFH 
f'R•),PO 
RO 
tRO.fO 
Act�N 
lwh••l off••t• must bo 
lconv•rtod to 16 bits and 
1111ultipllod bv aPProPri•t• 
Ito tho �uadrant of tho whool 
HOV ,.,.. 
CVOFFI NOV 
HOV 
COFFI JC 
HOV 
INC 
HOV 
SJNP 
COFFN1 CLR A 
• 
I 
ACKN• 
• • • 
I 
CVHIGH1 • • 
I 
I 
I • • • • • • • • • 
SS AVE 
CLR 
SUBS 
HOV 
INC 
HOV 
c 
A,PO 
ll'RO,A 
RO 
@R0,11-1 
••nd acknowledoo of tran•f•r and loop 
CLR 
SETB 
JHP 
P3.3 
P3.3 
WAITI 
tr•n••i11ion of hi•h ord•r V coordlnat• ••rks 
compl•tion of coordlnato transfor 
NOV R3,PO 
COMPUt• •n•I• •• arctan(CV-vOI/IX-xO)I whoro 
X,V •r• coordlnatros of cont•r of curvaturo 
xO,vO ar• coordinatos of who•I 
all •n•l•• aro 111oasur•d In 256 oradatlons Por r•v. 
RO • low ordt-r· X 
RI • hloh ordor X
R2 • low ord*r Y
R3 '" hl!;1h ordor V 
RO oot1 anolo 
this code u1e1 location 20H 
EQIJ 20H 
NOV SSA\.'E, 10 
COIIIPUto X-i<O 
HOV A,RO 
CLR c 
SUBB A,XOFF 
HOV RO,A 
HOV A,RI 
SUBB A. XOFF+I 
HOV Rl,A 
PAO£ ' 
"' 
0 
HCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER WHEEL PAOE • 
LOC OBJ . LINE SOURCE 
161 ' COllPUt• V-YO 
1'2 ' 
0091 EA 163 HOV A,R2 
0092 C3 16. CLR c 
0093 9532 1£5 SUBB A,VOFF 
009:5 FA 166 HOV R2,A 
0096 EB 167 HOV A,R3 
0097 9533 160 SUBB A,VOFF+t 
0099 Fl3 149 HOV R3,A 
170 ' 
171 ' co�Put• absllV-YO)/IX-xOII for ARCTAN routtn• 
172 ' ••v• IIBnl In SSAVE to dlsa�bi•u•t• �uadrant
173 ' 
009A C002 174 PUSH 2 11tore V-vO 
009C C003 175 PUSH 3 
009E l201SE 176 CALL ABS 1take abs V&IU• of X-xo 
OOAI 7011 177 JNZ XNZ tcontJnu• If X-xo not z•ro 
00A3 DOOi 178 POP z l•I•• r•stor• V-vO 
OOA5 DOOO 179 POP 0 
OOA7 12015£ 180 CALL ABS 1and tak• abs valu• 
OOAA 6001 181 JZ ACl<N 1do nothin• if c•nt•r of curvatur• "" 
!02 tis on top of �h••I � 
OOAC 7840 183 HOV R0,164 l•I•• if V-vo > O then 
OOAE 5047 184 JNC WAIT 1•n•I• Is 90 d•• 
0090 79CO 1a, HOV R0, 11192 1•lse an•I• ts 270 de• 
0092 8043 IB6 SJHP WAIT 
IB7 ' 
IBB ' X-xo is not zero
IB9 I 
0084 9200 190 XNZI HOV SSJIVE.O,C tstor• si•n of X-xO 
0096 120000 F 191 CALL NORMAL 1conv1rt to floatin• Point 
0089 DOOi 192 POP I Ir•• tor• V-vo 
0088 DOOO 193 eOP 0 
OOBD C002 194 PUSH 2 tstor1 floattn• X-xO 
OOBF C003 195 PUSH 3 
OOCI J2015E 196 CALL ABS lt•k• absolut• value of V-vo 
OOC4 700A 197 JNZ YNZ Jconttnu• if V-vo not z•ro 
OOC6 E:520 ... HOV A,SSAVE l•I•• If X-xo > 0 then 
ooce J3 i,9 RRC A 1an•I• ts O 
OOC9 F9 200 HOV RO,A 1•I•• an•I• 11 ISO d•• 
OOCA DOEO 201 POP ACC lrestor• stack Polnt•r 
OOCC DOEO 202 POP ACC 
OOCE 8027 203 SaHP WAIT 
204 I 
20, ' X-xo, V-vO both non-zero
206 • 
OODO 9201 207 VNZ1 HOV SSAVE.l,C 1store •i•n of V-vO 
OOD2 120000 F ,08 CALL NORMAL lconv•rt to floatlnu Point 
0005 DOOl 209 eOP I lr•1tor• floatln• X-xO 
0007 nooo 210 POP 0 
0009 120000 F 211 CALL DIVIDE lcOMPUte floatflV-vO)/IX-xO)I 
oooc ecoo 212 HOV O,R4 l••t r••ult in RO,Rl 
OODE 8001 213 HOV 1,R5 
OOEO 120000 F "' CALL ARC TAN lcOMPllt• arct•n 
OOE3 F8 215 Ho, flll,A l••t r•sult in RO 
NCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER 
LOC OB.J 
00E4 E4 
OOE5 A201 
OOE7 33 
OOE8 6520 
OOEA 03 
OOEB 03 
OOEC 30E606 
OOEF 2440 
OOFI C3 
OOF2 98 
OOF3 8001 
OCIF5 28 
OOF6 F8 
OOF7 301804 
OOFA EB 
OOFB B2E7 
OOFO FB 
OOFE 8836 
0100 0170 
0102 COEO 
0104 cooo 
QI06 COFO 
0108 C083 
OIOA C082 
OIOC 20B70C 
OIOF 742A 
0111 C3 
0112 9534 
0114 120148 
0117 0297 
0119 8025 
LINE 
2'b 
2" 
2'8 
2 .. 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
22S 
22b 
22, 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
23b "' 
238 "' 
240 
241 
242 
243 
2 .. 
245 
24b 
247 
248 
2'9 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 ,,. "' 
258 
259 
2b0 
2 .. 
2b2 
2b3 
26< 
265 
2b6 
2'7 
2'8 
2b9 
270 
WHEEL 
SOURCE 
CONTI 
CONT991 • • • 
WAJTI 
WAJT21 
• • • 
FOOEOI 
• 
OFFCYC• 
comPut• qu•drant from •i•n• 
CLR A 
NOV C, SSAVE. I 
RLC A 
XRL A,SSA\IE 
RR A 
SR A 
co�Pl•••nt •n•I• for odd .. u•dr•nt, .... 
ADD 
CLR 
SUBB 
SJMP 
ODD 
NOV 
ACC.6,CONT 
A,1640 
c 
A,RO 
CONT99 
A,RO 
RO,A 
If lnflnltv croasln• counter is odd, •dd 180 de• to an•I• 
<JNB
NCV 
CPL 
NCV 
NOV 
JMP 
AAROU.O,WAJT2 
A,RO 
ACC,7 
RO,A 
LOREQ,RO 
ACl<N 
I rot at• r• .. '""t 180 d••r••• 
t••t ur r• .. u••t •n•I• 
l•o ••nd r••dv and w•it 
for••round Proer•� to all•n wheel 
f'USH 
PUS!i 
PUSH 
PUSH 
PUSH 
JS 
,cc 
PSW • 
OPH 
DPL 
P3,7,0NCYC 
Jf thi1 11 th• off cvcl•, set tl111•r for 
(l-dutv cvcl•l•reriod, switch off �otor 
NOV 
CLR 
sues 
CALL 
A,IIPERIOD 
c 
A,DUTY 
SETTIN 
switch off 111otor 
SETS 
SJNP 
P3,7 
FODONE 
if this is th• on cvcle, co�rut• rul"• width ratio 
from ansulal' devi•tlon of whesl lu•ln• t•blel. ••t ti,r,•r 
for dutv_c·�cle•Pertod, switch on 111otor. 
PAOE 5 
"' "' 
HCS-51 HACRO ASSEHRLER """"- PAGE • 
LOC OBJ UN€ SOURCE 
2n ONCYC• 
272 • 
27' • d•t•r�ln• d•viation of wh••l fd•l ta th•ta).
27' •
OUB 0294 275 SETB PJ.6 
OJ 10 C296 27' CLR Pl.6 ••t•rt AID conv•rsion
01 lF 00 277 NOP 1 tn•ur• EOC i• low
0120 3097FO 278 AOCWTI JNB Pl.7,ADCWT 
0123 E536 279 HOV A,LOREQ 
0125 C3 280 CLR c 
0126 95AO 281 SUBB A,P2 lcOMl"Ut• dlff•rence 
282 .. 
283 • ••t dir•ctJon of motion
284 •
0128 20E704 285 JB ACC.7,BACKW 
0128 0286 2Sb SETB P3.6 
0120 8004 287 SJMP GETDTY 
012F C2B6 28B BACKW• CLR P3.6 
0131 F4 2B9 CPL A 
0132 04 290 INC A 
291 
292 • COMl"Ut. dutv CYCI• froM d•vlatton "' 
293 • w 
0133 900160 294 OETOTY1 tlOV DPTR, IDUTYTfl 
0136 93 295, MOVC A,!!A+OPTR 
0137 F534 296 HOV IJUTY,A 
297 • 
2,a • ••t th,er
2'9 •
0139 6004 300 JZ OFFCYC 
0139 120149 301 CALL SETTIH 
302 • 
303 • • ... itch Dn m1>tor 
304 • 
013E C2B7 30S CLR P3.7 
306 • 
0140 0082 307 FODONEr POP DPL 
0142 0093 30B POP DPH 
0144 DOFO 309 POP B 
0146 DODO 310 POP PSH 
0148 DOEO 311 POP ACC 
014A 32 3'2 RETJ 
313 • 
314 • set UI" th,er
31S •
0149 75FOIO 3" SETTltll MOV B,IU6 
014E A4 3'7 HUL AB 
Ol4F F4 318 CPL A 
0150 2401 319 ADD A,11 
0152 FSSA 320 HOV TLO,A 
0154 ESFO 3>1 HOV .. , 
0156 F4 322 CeL A 
0157 3400 323 ADDC A,10 
0159 F58C 32< HOV THO,A 
OISB 028C 325 SETB TC.ON.4 
HCS-51 MACRO ASSEtlBLER 
LOC OBJ 
Ol5D 22 
Ol!IE E9 
OJSF' A2E7 
OJbl 5007 
Olb3 E4 
0164 C3 
Olb:S 98 
Olbb FS 
Olb7 E4 
0168 99 
0169 F9 
016A ES 
0169 49 
016C 22 
0160 00 
016E OF 
016F 14 
0170 19 
0171 JC 
0172 IE 
0173 21 
0174 23 
0175 28 
0176 28 
0177 29 
0178 20 
0179 28 
Ol7A 28 
0179 28 
Ol 7C 28 
0170 29 
Ol7E 28 
017F 28 
0180 28 
0181 20 
0182 28 
0183 28 
0184 28 
0185 28 
0186 28 
0187 28 
01_88 28 
0189 29 
OISA 29 
0188 28 
LINE 
326 ,,, 
32' 
3'9 
0,0 "' 
332 "' 
334 
335 
33b "' 
:,138 
339 
340 
341 
342 
3'3 "' ''" 
34b 
347 
340 
3'9 
350 
'"' 
352 
WHEEL 
SOURCE 
RET 
11ubroutlne to coMPUt• ab1olut• valu• of 16-blt 2'1 comp number 
IRO � low ord•r bvt• 
IRI • ht•h order bvt• 
IC fl•• r•turn1 orl,lnal •t•n of nuMb•r 
IACC returns O !ff number I• zero ' 
ABSI NOV A,RI 
POS• 
' 
DUTVTBI 
MDV C,ACC.7 
JNC POS 
CLR A 
CLR c 
SU9B A,RO 
MOV RO,A 
CLR A 
SUBB A,RI 
MDV Rl,A 
MOV A,RO 
OAL A,RI 
RET 
table to ••t �otor on-cvcl• from deviation 
DB 0,15,20,25,28,30,33,35 
DB --------·· ·----··• 
DB DM,DH,OH,llH,Df1,DM,Df1,Dt1,DM,tlM,DH,DM,DH,DM,Df1,[111 
PAOE , 
MCS-51 HACRO ASSEMBLER 
LOC OBJ 
018C 28 
0180 28 
OJBE 28 
OIBF 28 
(1190 28 
0191 2B 
0192 28 
0193 28 
0194 20 
0195 28 
0196 28 
0197 28 
0198 28 
0199 28 
019A 28 
0198 28 
Ol9C 29 
0190 29 
019E 28 
019F 29 
OIAO 20 
OJAI 20 
OIA2 28 
OIA3 29 
OIA4 28 
OIA5 28 
OIA6 28 
OIA7 28 
OIA8 28 
OIA9 28 
OIAA 28 
OIAB 28 
OIAC 29 
otAD 29 
OIAE 28 
OIAF 28 
0180 28 
0181 28 
0192 28 
0183 28 
0184 28 
OJB5 28 
0196 28 
0187 28 
Olll8 28 
0189 28 
OIBA 28 
OIBB 28 
018C 29 
<•IBD 28 
OISE 20 
OIBF 28 
OICO 29 
OICI 28 
OIC2 28 
LINE 
'53 
"' 
355 
WHEEL 
SOURCE 
DB OM,Dtt,DN,DPt,DH,Dt1,Dl1,Dl'1,Dt1,D11,D11,D11,D11,Dtt,Dtt,DH 
DB DM,DN,Dtt,DM,Dl1,DH,Df1,Dl1,Dtl,DN,[lt1,[lt1,Dtt,DH,Dl1,DH 
DB Dt1,DN,DM,DH,DH,DN,DM,DH,Dtt,tlf1,Dl1,[lf1,DN,DN,Dtt,DH 
PAOE ' 
"' "' 
HCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER WHEEL PAOE 9 
,oc OSJ """ S-0"'1CE 
OIC3 28 
OIC4 28 
OIC:5 28 356 "' DM,Dl'l,DM,DM,OM,DM,DM,DM,llM,OM,PH,DM,DM,DN,DM,OM 
OIC6, 28 
OIC7 28 
OIC8 28 
OIC9 28 
OICA 28 
OICB 28 
OJCC 20 
OICD 28 
OICE 28 
OICF 28 
0100 28 
OIDI 28 
0102 28 
OID3 28 
OID4 28 
OID'5 28 357 DD ··---------···· ·-···
OID6. 28 
OID7 28 "' 
01[18 28 
"' 
Otn9 28 
OIDI\ 28 
OIDB 29 
OIDC 29 
0100 28 
OtoE 28 
OIDF 28 
OIEO 28 
OIEI 28 
OIE2 28 
OIE3 28 
01E4 28 
OIE:5 28 059 •• OM,DM,DM,DM,DM,DH,DH,PH,DM
OIE6 28 
01E7 28 
01£8 28 
OJE:9 28 
OIEA 28 
OIEB 28 
OIEC 29 
OIEO 28 
359 ENO 
HCS-51 MACRO ASSENBLER WHEEL 
SYNBOL TABLE LISTING ------ ----- -------
NAN E 
ABS. . 
ACC . 
ACKN • 
ADCUT. 
ARC TAN 
ARROW. •• . . . 
BACkO. . 
BACKW. 
COFF . 
COFFN. 
CONMAN 
CONT • 
CONT99 • 
CXHIOH 
CXLOW. . 
CXOFF. . 
CYHIOH 
CY LOW. 
CYOFF. 
DIVIDE • •  "" . 
DeH. . . 
DPL. . 
DUTY • •  . 
DUTY TB 
FODONE 
FOREO. . 
OETDTY • 
•E • . 
•P • . . 
LOREa. 
NORNAI.. • 
OFFCYC 
ONCYC. 
PO . . 
P, . . 
P, . 
P3 
PERIOD 
POS. . 
PS!,I. . . 
SETTIN 
SP . 
SSAVE. 
TCON 
THO. 
TLO. . . 
T/100 • 
WAIT • 
WAtTI. 
T Y P E 
c An[IR 
D A[l[IR 
C ADDR 
C AOOR 
C ADDR 
NtlNB 
D AOOR 
C ADDR 
C AODR 
C AOOR 
c ADDR 
C A[l[JR 
C AD[IR 
C ADDR 
C ADIJR 
C A[IOR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C A[IDR 
C ADDR "'�" 
D ADM 
D ADM 
NUMB 
C ADOR 
C A[IDR 
c ADDR 
C AOOR 
D ADOR 
D ADDR -·
C ADDR 
C ADM 
C ADDR 
D ADOR 
D ADDR 
[I ADM 
D A[l[tR 
NUMB 
C AO[IR 
D ADDR 
C ADOR 
D AO[IR """' 
D ADM 
D ADDR 
D ADM 
D ADOR 
C ADDA 
C ADt•R 
V A L U E 
Ol5EH • 
OOEOH • 
007DH • 
Ol20H A ----
0023H • 
OOFOH • 
OOOEH • 
Ol2FH • 
006CH • 
0075H • 
004EH • 
OOF3H • 
OOF6H • 
005AH • 
0056H • 
0062H • 
0093H • 
005EH A 
00691-1 • ----
002SH • 
0083H • 
0082H • 
003<!H • 
Ol6DH • 
OUOH • 
Ol02H • 
Ol33H • 
OOABH A 
OOB8H A 
0036H • ----
OIOFH A 
0111:IH A 
0080H • 
0090H A 
OOAOH A 
OOBOH • 
002AH A 
016AH • 
OOOOH A 
014BH • 
00911-1 A 
0020H • 
'OOBSH A 
008CH A 
llOE!AH • 
0089H A 
OOF7H A 
00311-i A 
ATTRIBUTES 
EXT 
EXT 
EXT 
PAOE 10 
"' 
� 
HCS-!H 11ACRO ASSEMBLER l/f££L 
N A 11 £ 
�AIT2. 
WHO. 
XNZ. 
XOFF 
VNZ. 
YOFF 
T y p £ 
C ADOR 
NUMB 
C ADDR 
NUMB 
C ADDR 
NUMB 
VALUE 
OOFEH A 
002!H A 
009.olH A 
0030H A 
OODOH A 
0032H A 
ATTRIBUTES 
REOISTER BAMCCS) USED• 0, TAROET NACHIN£fSJ1 SOSI 
ASSEMBLY COl1Pt..£TE. NO ERRORS FOUND 
p- ..
CD 
CD 
NCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER NORHOL 
ISIS-11 tlCS-Sl MACRO ASSEMBLER V2.0 
OBJECT MOOUl.E PLACE� IN •Fl1NORMAL.OBJ 
ASSEMBLER INVO�ED BY• a�m51 lfl•normal.src 
LOC OBJ L<NE 
' 
2 
SOURCE 
llnta,er to floatln• conv•rslon 
llnrut" 16 t,tt un•l•n•d Jnte••r 
3 ' 
5 
loutrut B bit" t�o�, comr exponent, B bit norm. unsloned mantissa 
tROalow order bvte 
0000 7Al0 
0002 E9 
0003 7005 
0005 EB 
0006 7A08 
0008 7800 
OOOA 20E708 
0000 CB 
OOOE C3 
OOOF 33 
0010 CB 
0011 33 
0012 IA 
0013 BOF5 
0015 CB 
0016 A2E7 
0010 ca 
0019 3400 
OOIB 5002 
0010 13 
OOIE OA 
OOIF FB 
0020 22 
6 
7 
B 
9 '" " " 
13 .. 
'5 
16 " •• " 
20 
21 
22 
23 " 
25 
2b 
27 
29 
29 
30 
3' " 
'3 " 
35 
36 
IRl•hloh order t,yte 
IR2 returns e>IP 
IR3 return� mantissa 
1RO,RI clobbered ' 
MAIN SEOl'IENT CODE 
RSEO NAIN 
PUBLIC NORt'IAL 
NORHAL1 NOV R2,1160 
MOV A,RJ 
.JNZ CONTI 
HOV A,RO 
MDV R2,18 
MOV R0,10 
CONTI! JB ACC.7,DONE 
XCH A,RO 
CLR C 
RLC A 
XCH A,RO 
RLC A 
DEC R2 
.JMP CONTI 
DONEi XCH A,RO 
NOV C,ACC,7 
SAVR1 
XCH A,RO 
AOOC A,10 
JNC SAVR 
RRC A 
INC R2 
MOV R3,A 
SET 
END 
!round r-asult
llf no carrv, save r .. �ult 
!else normalize 1,;t,ht
1bum" exP
PAGE 
"' 
� 
NCS-51 1'11\CflO ASSEMBLER NORMAL 
SYMBOL TABLE LJSTltro ---- -------
NAN E 
ACC. . . .
CONTI • •  
DONE • • 
MAIN .
NORMAL • •  
SAVA . 
T Y P E 
D ADOR 
C AOM 
C ADDR 
C SEO 
C ADM 
C ADDA 
VALUE 
OOEOH A 
OOOAH A 
OOISH R 
0021H 
OOOOH R PUB 
OO!FH R 
A f T R l B U T E S 
SEO•MAIN 
SEO=MMN 
REL .. l.lNlT 
SEO•HAIN 
SEO.,MAIN 
REOISTER BANKCS) USEOI O. TARGET MACHINECS)I 80�1 
ASSENBL Y CONPLETE, NO ERRORS FOUND 
PAOE 2 
� 
0 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER llIVIfJ£ 
ISIS-JI HCS-51 t!ACRO ASSEHBLER v2.o
OBJECT MOrnJLE f>LACEO IN •Fl•DIVIDE.OBJ 
ASSEMBLER INVOlsED BV1 11$1ft51 lflldlvlda.src: 
LOC OBJ 
0000 EA 
0001 C3 
0002 90 
0003 FC 
00-04 7E00 
0006 EB 
0-007 89FO 
0009 84 
OOOA 6002 
oooc oc 
OOOD IE 
OOOE C3 
OOOF 33 
0010 FD 
0011 E:5FO 
0013 33 
0014 500A 
0016, C3 
0017 99 
0010 F5F0 
OOIA ED 
0019 04 
OOIC DEFO 
C>OIE FD 
OOtF 22
0020 89FO
0022 84 
0023 20 
0024 OEEB 
0026 FD 
0027 22 
LINE SOU1'CE 
I 1Foatln9 Point !livid• Routin• 
2 ' 
3 !This subroutln• divide• two normallx•d f)oatin• Point number• and r•turn•
4 fa norlftall�•d floatln• Point nu .. b•r. Th• format for the floatinw Point numb•r•
S ti•• 8 bit t1110�• C:offiPll'"ent expon•nt, 8 bit Posltiv• �antissa. No t••t I• made
6 lhflre for O or 1/0 or undflrf10111.
7 IRO=dlvlsor f!'XPonent
• ' 
10 " 
12 
13 " " 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 " 
22 
23 " 
25 ,. " ,. " 
30 " 
3' 
33 ,. 
OS 
36 
3' 
38 
39 •• 
.. " " .. " •• " •• 
49 
IRlndlvlsor mantissa
IR2�dlvidend exponent
IR3�dlvldend mantl•s•
IR4 ��turn, �uot•nt •><Pon•nt
IRS rf!'turns �uot•nt ffi&ntl•••
IDestrovs R,8,R6'
HAIN SEGMENT CODE
RSEO HAIN 
PUBLIC DIVIDE 
OIVJOE1 HOV A,R2 
CLR c 
SUEIB A,RO ICOHPUTE EXPONENT 
MOV R4,A 
HOV R6,118 I ITERATE 8 TINES 
HOV A,R3 
HOV B,RI 
DIV AB INORHALJZE DIVIDEND 
JZ LOOP 
INC "' 
DEC R6 
LOOPI CLR c 
RLC A !SHIFT QUOTENT
HOV R5,A 
HOV ••• IOET PARTIAL OlVEDENO 
RLC A ISJUFT IT 
JNC LTI ICARRV HEANS FOR SURE 
CLR c I IT OOZINTA! 
SllBB A,RJ 
HOV ••• I SAVE REl'fAINDER 
HOV A,R5 IOET QUOTIENT 
INC A TADD ONE 
OJNZ R6,LOOP tJTERATE 
HOV R:5,A !FINISH UP
RET 
LT1f HOV B,RJ IOET DIVISOR 
DIV AD 
AOD A,R5 IAOO IN QUOTIENT 
DJNZ R6,LOOP 
HOV R5,A !STORE FINAL OLIDTlENT
AET 
ENO 
PAOE 
� � 
NCS-51 NACRO ASSEMBLER DIVIOE 
SVM80L TAfll.E LISTINO 
NAN E TV PE VALUE A T T R J B U T E S 
•• . . D ADDR Ot)FOH A 
DIVIDE . C ADDR ""'"" R Pue SEO.,MAJN 
LOOP • • C ADDR OOOEH R SEO=l'IAIN 
LTI • • . C ADDR 0020H R SE'Om/'fAJN 
NAIN . c SEO 002BH REL .. IJNIT 
REOISTER BANKlS) USED• 0, TAROET NACHINEIS)I 8051 
ASSEMBLY CONf>LETE, NO ERRORS FOUNO 
PAGE 2 
� "' 
NCS-Sl HACRO ASSEMBLER ARC TAN 
ISIS-If MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER V2.0 
OBJECT MODULE PLAC.EO IN •FIIARCTAN.OBJ 
ASSEHBt.ER INVOl<EO BYt a5m51 lfl•arct•n.,rc 
LOC OBJ 
0000 ES 
0001 24F9 
0003 20E703 
0006 7440 
0009 22 
0009 240F 
OOOB 30E703 
OOOE 7400 
0010 22 
0011 24F8 
0013 5007 
0015 E9 
0016 C2E7 
0010 03 
0019 020000 
OOIC F'I 
OOID 04 
OCIIE FS 
OOIF E9 
0020 C3 
0021 0002 
0023 A2E7 
0025 13 
0026 DSFB 
0028 3400 
002A 900000 
0020 93 
002E 22 
002F 00 
0030 00 
0031 01 
0032 01 
0033 01 
0034 02 
0035 02 
0036 02 
F 
F 
LINE 
2 
3 ' 
5 
6 
7 • 
9 
,o " 
12 ,, " " 
16 
17 •• •• 
20 " 
22 
23 
2, 
25 
26 
27 ,, 
2' 
30 
3' 
82 
'3 
3' 
'5 ,. 
37 ,. 
3' •• .. " 
'3 
SOURCE 
1Flrst Quadrant Arct•n,ent Function ' 
!This ,ubroutlne c•lcul•t•s th• •rctan,ent of• norm•llz•d floatln,
IPolnt nu11>ber U5ln• • collaPsed tabh. the result is a. nu .. ber b•tween
10 and 64, which ls 1/4 the resolution of· A/0 position converter.
IRO�exponent, two�, comPll!Rent ldestro�•dl 
IRls11,antlssa, positive m••nltude 
IACC r•turn, •rct•n 
!Clobbl!r5 location 20H bit O'
HAIN SEGMENT COOE 
RSEO HAIN 
PUBLIC ARCTAN 
ARCTAN1 HOV A,RO 
CONTI 
AOO A, 1-8 
,JB ACC. 7, CONT 
HOY A,164 
RET 
ADD 
JNB 
HOV 
RET 
A, 11!5 
ACC.7,lJSETAB 
A,flO 
!TEST FOR HAXIMUM RESOLUTION
I EXPONENT > 7
ITEST FOR MINIMUN RESOLUTION 
!EXPONENT < -7
USETABt ADD 
JNC 
HOV 
CCR 
SETB 
A,1-B 
LT32 ITOP HALF OF TABLE IS EXPOINENTIALLY COOED 
LT32r 
-
CPC 
••c
MOV
NOV
CLR
S�INP
LDOPr HOV
CONT31 RRC 
DJNZ 
ADOC 
NOV 
NOVC 
RET 
TABLE• OB 
ITURN OFF t1SB 
ISHIFT IN 1 -'S 
(WE �NOW JT -'S 11 
TO ACCESS EXP. HALF OF TABLE 
A,RI 
ACC.7 
c 
CONT3 
A rBOTTOl1 HALF OF TABLE IS LINEARLY cone:o 
A 
RO,A IRO OETS ABSIEXPONENTl+I 
A,RI 
c 
CONT3 1.Jllt1P INTO LOOP 
C,ACC.7 
A !ROTATE IN THE CARRY BIT
RO,LOOP 
A,10 IAOD IN CARRY TO ROUND 
DPTR,ITABLE 
A,9A+DPTR 
O, 0, J, I, I, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5 
PAOE 
� w 
MCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER 
LOC OBJ 
0037 03 
0038 03 
0039 03 
003A 03 
0039 04 
003C 04 
0030 04 
003E OS 
003F 05 
0040 05 
0041 Ob 
0042 06 
0043 Ob 
0044 07 
(1045 07 
0046 07 
0047 08 
0048 08 
0049 08 
004A 08 
0049 09 
004C 09 
0040 09 
004E OA 
004F OA 
0050 OA 
0051 09 
0052 OB 
0053 09 
0054 OB 
0055 OC 
0056 OC 
0057 OC 
0058 00 
0059 OD 
OOSA OD 
0059 OD 
OOSC OE 
0050 OE 
005E OE 
OOSF OF 
0060 OF 
0061 OF 
0062 OF 
0063 10 
ooM to 
0065 10 
0066 II 
0067 !I 
0068 II 
0069 II 
006A 12 
006B 12 
006C 12 
0060 12 
LINE 
.. 
" 
.. 
ARCTAN 
SOURCE 
"' 5, s. 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 8, 9, 9, 9,10 
"' 10, 10, I I, I I, I I, 11, 12, 12, 12, 13, 13, 13, 13, 14, 14, 14 
"' 15, 15, 15, 15, 16, lb, lb, 17, 17, 17, 17, 18, 10, 19, 19, 19 
PAOE 2 
� "' 
MCS-'51 MACRO ASSEMBLER ARCTAN PAOE 3 
LDC oa.J LINE SOURCE 
OObE J3 
006F 13 " DB l9,l9,J9,20,20,20,20,21,21,21,21,22,22,22,22,23 
0070 13 "'"' 13 
0072 14 
0073 14 
0074 14 
007'5 14 
0076 1'5 
0077 IS 
0078 1'5 
0079 1'5 
007A 16 
0078 16 
007C 16 
007[1 16 
007E 17 
007F 17 " DB 23,23,23,23,24,24,24,24,25,2'5,2'5,25,25,26,26,26 
0080 17 
0091 17 
0082 17 � � 
0083 18 
008'1 18 
000'5 10 
0006 18 
0007 19 
0088 19 
0089 19 
OOBA 19 
0088 19 
ooac IA 
l)OBD IA 
OOBE IA 
008F IA " DB 26,26,27,27,27,27,27,28,28,28,28,28,29,29,29,29 
0090 IA
0091 ..
0092 1B
0093 IB 
0094 IB
009!5 I 8 
0096 IC 
0097 IC 
0098-IC 
0099 IC
009A IC 
0098 1D
009C ID
0090 JO
009E tD
009F HI 50 o, 29,29,30,30,30,30,30,31,31,31,31,31,31,32,32,32 
OOAO 10 
OOAI IE 
OOA2 IE
OOA3 JE
OOA4 IE
HCS-51 MACRO ASSEHBI.ER 
1.0C OBJ LINE 
OOA5 IE 
OOA6 lF 
OOA7 IF 
OOAB IF 
00A9 IF 
OOAA IF 
OOAll IF 
OOAC 20 
OOAD 20 
OOAE 20 
OOAF 20 
OOBO 20 
ooe1 21 
ooe2 21 
OOB3 21 
OOB4 '22 
OOBS 22 
OOB6 22 
OOB7 22 
OOBB 23 
OOB9 23 
OOl'IA 23 
OOBB 23 
OOBC 24 
OOBO 24 
OOBE 24 
OOBF 25 
ooco 25 
OOCl 25 
OOC2 25 
OOC3 25 
OOC4 26 
OOC5 26 
OOC6 26 
OOC7 26 
ooce 27 
QOC9 27 
OOCA 27 
(l(ICB 27 
oocc 27 
C•OCD 20 
OOCE 28 
OOCF 28 
0000 28 
0001 28 
0002 29 
0003 29 
0004 29 
0005 29 
0006 29 
(1007 2A 
oooe 2A 
0009 2A 
OODA 2A 
OODB 2A 
5' 
52 
5' 
ARCTAN 
SOllRCE 
DB 32,32,33,33,33,34,34,34,34,35,35,35,35,36,36,36 
DD 37, 37, 37, 37, 37, 38, 30, 30, 39, 39,39, 39, 39, 39;-40, 40 
DD 40,40,40,41,4l,41,41,41,42,42,42,42,42,42,43,43 
PAOE 4 
� "' 
H�S-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER l'\RCTAN PAG£ ' 
LDC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
001.lC 2A 
OODD 2B 
(l(l[lE 29 
OODF 2B 5' DB 43,43,43,43,43,44,44,44,44,44,44,44,45,45,45,45 
OOEO 2B 
ooe, 2e 
00£2 28 
OOE3 29 
OOE4 2C 
OOES 2C 
OOE:6 2C 
OOE7 2C 
OOE9 2C 
OOE9 2C 
OOEA 2C 
OOEB 20 
ooec 20 
CtQED 20 
OOEE 20 
OOEF 20 S5 OB 45,46,46,47,47,47,49,48,49,49,49,49,50,50,50,51 
OOFO 2E � 
OOFI 2E � 
OOF2 2F 
OOF3 2F 
00F4 2F 
OOF5 30 
OOF6 30 
CIOF7 30 
OOFEI 31 
OOF9 31 
OOFA 31 
OOFB 32 
OOFC 32 
OOFD 32 
OOFE 33 
OOFF 33 5' 
0100 33 
" 5l,51,SJ,S2,52,52,S2,52,53,S3,53,53,53,54,54,S4 
0101 33 
0102 34 
0103 34 
0104 34 
0105 34 
0106 34 
0107 35 
0108 35 
0109 35 
OIOA 35 
OIOB 35 
OIOC 36 
0100 36 
OIOE 36 
OIOF 36 "' DB S4,55,55,S6,S6,56,57,57,57,SB,SB,58,SB,58,59,59 
OlJO 37 
011 I 37 
0112 39 
NCS-5J MACRO ASSEMBLER 
LDC OBJ 
0113 39 
OJ 14 38 
0115 39 
0116 39 
0117 39 
0118 3A 
0119 3A 
01 IA 3A 
01 IB 3A 
OIIC 3A 
0110 39 
01 IE 39 
Cll lF 39 
0120 39 
0121 3C 
0122 3C 
0123 30 
0124 30 
0125 30 
0126 30 
OJ27 30 
0128 3E 
OJ29 3E 
012A 3F 
0128 3F 
012C 3F 
0120 3F 
012E 3F 
UN£ 
5' 
.. 
ARC:TAN 
SOURCE 
DB 59,59,60,60,61,61,61,61,61,62,62,63,63,63,63,63 
, .. 
PAO, 6 
� "' 
NCS-51 NACRO ASSEMBLER ARC TAN 
SYMBOL TABLE LISTINO 
NA l'f E T Y P E VAL UE ATTRIBUTES 
ACC • •  . D AOOR OOEOH 
ARCTAN C ADM OOOOH R PUB SEO.,NAIN 
CONT • C ADOR 0009H R SEO=NAIN 
CONT3. C ADDR 0025H R SE:O«MAIN 
LOOP . C ADOR 0023H R SE0°MAIN 
LT32 • . c AODR OOl(H R SE:O�MAIN 
MAIN • . C SEO 012FH RELallNIT 
TABLE. C ADDR 002FH R S£0cMAIN 
USE TAB C ADOR OOIJH R SEO,.NAIN 
REGISTER BANl<IS> US£[l1 0, TAROET ttACHINEIS)I 90!51 
ASSEMBLY CONPLETE, NO ERRORS FOUND 
PAOE ' 
"' "' 
100 
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